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'Each one of us has built his house
of mathematical knowledge, some
small, others large, but we are all
engaged in rearing our house to
greater heights. We stand on top,
master of our house, viewing the
large and ever growing panorama of
human knowledge that stretches out
before us. To the best of our
ability we interpret this knowledge"
to the pupils who come to our house*
Teaching in this manner we make an
important contribution to the total-
ity of knowledge and thought, to
the progress of civilization, and
best of all, to human happiness.
These are the teachers of mathe-
matics."
Prom TEACHERS OP I.IATKEHATICS
by Howard P. Pehr, Tea"cHers College,
Columbia University. (Excerpt from
a paper read at the annual meeting
of The National Council of Teachers
of Mathematics at Indianapolis in
April 1914.8
)

STATEMENT OP PROBLEM
The purpose of this study is to construct a new
course of study in mathematics at the eighth grade level that
will be especially appropriate for the schools of Northbridge
(Whitinsville ), Massachusetts.
The writer believes that this course of study, as
it is presented here, is quite in keeping with the trend of
expert opinion in sound educational philosophy and method.
A balance has been preserved between the so-called traditional
mathematics and current practices. The emphasis placed on
provision for individual differences should serve as a direct
challenge to both pupil and teacher. The activities and sug-
gestions for presentation of materials have been prepared for
the general purpose of motivation of all groups with their
varying interests and abilities. Probably many teachers will
find the material presented here to be about the same as they
are presenting in their own schools at the present time. Most
of it has been tried out on experimental groups in the North-
bridge Junior High School of Whitinsville, Massachusetts and
revisions made in the light of these results.
Realizing that the mathematical needs of pupils
in various schools and communities differ according to their
geographical location and industrial needs, teachers are en-
couraged to adapt the content of the material presented and
the suggestions and activities mentioned, to the best interests

of the individual pupil, class section, or school concerned.
Also, it is assumed that teachers will recognize their respon-
sibility and begin with the pupil at his actual mathematical
level of achievement regardless of local courses of study,
textbooks used, or any other arbitrary standards followed.
In Whitihsville, the eighth grade pupils are
divided into four homogeneous sections, according to their
ability. This practice has proved effective over a period
of years and it is assumed that this practice will continue
indefinitely. For this reason, the writer believes it is
justifiable to divide the program of work to be accomplished
into minimum and maximum requirements.
Undoubtedly, errors will be found within these
pages, but it is hoped that the value of the material will
help compensate for any inevitable shortcomings. This course
of study is the direct result of much reading and research
in the field of junior high school mathematics at this time,
so it is hoped that teachers making use of it will give it a
fair trial. This will be possible if it is approached with
an open mind, an inquiring attitude, and the earnest desire
to help the individual pupil to acquire a maximum knowledge
of the skills and functional aspects of mathematics.
Emphasis must be placed upon the needs of all pupils in every-
day mathematics, thus enabling them to achieve mathematical
maturity and power.

CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND FOR CURRICULUM REVISION
Trends in the Junior Hiph Curriculum
All over the country, committees have been at
work revising, reorganizing, vitalizing, and functionalizing
curricula and courses of study to keep them up-to-date with
the needs of an ever-changing society. Studies by psychol-
ogists, teachers, and administrators have shown us the limi-
tations of old traditional procedures in mathematical instruc-
tion. It is now universally conceded that learning proceeds
best when it takes place in social situations that are really
meaningful to the pupil. Consequently, it is the responsi-
bility of the teacher to see that the pupil sees sense in
what he is doing and discovers meanings and relations within
the system of arithmetic. Consideration must be given to the
level of the pupil 1 s ability and adjustments made to his
needs, interests, and background of experiences.
Important changes in junior high school mathe-
matics in the past quarter of a century as reported by Schorl-
ing show that the junior high school is becoming less con-
cerned by the problem of "preparing the pupil for something
and more by the need of placing him in an environment where
ii
he will develop normally." Schorling prepared a general
summary of seventeen important changes that are gradually
talcing place in the field of junior high school mathematics:
1. Teachers of mathematics are beginning to include
materials from the field of aviation in the teach-
ing of the main topics.
2. General mathematics has replaced arithmetic in
grades seven and eight.
3. There is an emphasis upon laboratory or workshop
techniques.
I}.. There is specific emphasis to provide a greater
amount of realism.
5. There is a more sensible program of drill.
6. The problem material is somewhat better.
7. In increasing number, teachers of mathematics
operate with a broader concept of appraisal,
8. We make greater provision for individual differ-
ences.
9» In an increasing number of schools there is specific
attention in mathematics classes to the reading
problem.
10. There is more emphasis on specific techniques used
in solving verbal problems.
11. The teacher of junior high school mathematics
accepts a greater burden as regards computation.
12. Modern courses of study and textbooks emphasize
attitudes.
1. Raleigh Schorling, "Trends in Junior High School
Mathematics." The Mathematics Teacher , Vol. 35, No. 8,
December 1942, p. 3I4.2.
(
13, The newer courses emphasize the social implica-
tions.
An increasing number of courses of study list
specific objectives for each year or perhaps even
each semester.
15. In good schools there is a simplification and a
serious effort to limit the processes taught to
those that are socially useful,
16. The mechanics of bookmaking have improved,
17. The philosophy that experiences in arithmetic
should be provided in terms of the individual is
gaining acceptance, -
Nearly all of the seventeen changes are generally
accepted with the possible exception of number two which
states that "general mathematics has replaced arithmetic in
grades seven and eight," This is probably an overstatement
if reference is made to conservative New England, However,
in textbooks labeled "arithmetic", an introduction to infor-
mal geometry, as well as a wider use of graphic materials,
and the concepts of algebra are included. The writer feels
that Mr, Schorling might better have used the verb supple-
mented rather than replaced . Some of his suggestions regard-
ing drill are excellent and most teachers will probably agree
with the following: (a) drill must follow understanding;
(b) the pupil should have a desire to learn the things
2. Ibid., pp, 339-3lj.2.

practiced; (c) drill must be individual; (d) drill must
be specific; (e) drill should be organized so that the
pupil may watch his daily growth; and (f ) in general, it is
better to give much practice on a few skills rather than a
little practice on many skills.
Arenwald 3 reported on the reorganization of the
mathematics curriculums for the junior high schools of New
York City. The new features of the New York programs were:
(a) the introduction of arithmetic in the IX-A course of
study to provide opportunity for correlation with algebra,
civics, and other ninth grade subjects; (b) informal
geometry in each of the junior high school grades; and (c)
instruction in algebra beginning in Grades VIII-A and con-
tinuing through Grades VIII-B, IX-A, and IX-B.
According to an article by Ullsvik, there should
be teachor-pupil planning in junior high school mathematics,
and the schools should rededicate their energies to develop
pupils whose characteristics are conducive to a more demo-
cratic way of life. The purpose of the teacher-pupil plann-
ing should serve as an attempt to provide pupil experiences
that are directed "toward the pupil 1 s conception of his own
significance and belongingness in the classroom, and,
3. Mesmin Arenwald, "Recent Trends in Revising the
Curricula in Mathematics for Junior High Schools in New York
City," The Mathematics Teacher , Vol. 3§, No. 8, December
19k2, pp. 3W^3W*

coupled with the pertinency of the school activity to mathe-
matical objectives, learning becomes more effective. It is
a cooperative approach to curriculum making and a break from
authoritative prescription." ^
Ullsvik further states that the kind of problems
that are real and meaningful to junior high school pupils
do not appear as problems in algebra, geometry, or trigonom-
etry. Mathematics ought to furnish the individual pupil
with a method of thinking that will enable him to "analyze
the problem and proceed with its solution. The emphasis on
manipulative techniques should be replaced by emphasis on
mathematics as a way of thinking." ^ Pupils ought to con-
centrate upon and think through problems that are real to
them if we are going to place emphasis upon mathematics as a
way of thinking. In this way mathematics can contribute to
a v/ay of thinking that should make the democratic way of liv-
ing a "perpetual heritage of American life."
k. Bjarne R. Ullsvik, "Teacher-Pupil Planning in Junior
High School Mathematics, " The Mathematics Teacher, Vol. 35,
No. 8, December 19li2, p. 377
5. Ibid., p. 377.

How often we hear it said that schools must
guarantee mathematical literacy to every pupil who can possi-
bly achieve it. Indeed, the need for mastery of skills in
simple computation is universal, and, today, in the second
half of the twentieth century, v/e are entering into a scien-
tific and technological age that is unparalleled in the his-
tory of the world. Since many of the young people in our
classes today are going to be the leaders in this new era
of living, we must provide training for mathematical mastery
and power which will enable them to assume leadership there-
in. Although the job is a very difficult one, it is one
that teachers of mathematics must accept.
Mary Rogers believes that the junior high school
offers an opportunity for the accomplishment of a great deal
toward the goal of mathematical mastery and power. Since
the junior high school is in an "intermedial position"
between the elementary school and the senior high school, it
must tie them together into an "harmonious whole." She cites
four responsibilities for the junior high school in order to
help bring about this articulation:
1. It must provide an adequate and natural continuance
of the work of the elementary school.
2. If at all possible, it must correct all mathematics
retardation and shortages existing among any of its
pupil personnel. V/e are told that such adjustments
must be made here; it is virtually impossible to
make them later on.

93* The junior high school must provide an expanding
and deepening experience with the problems of
everyday living.
[j.. It must strengthen and extend the foundations for
subsequent experiences with mathematics, ^
Rogers further states that the program of mathe-
matics in the junior high school must be planned as a "whole"
built around certain broad categories; but the organization
and arrangement of the units that make up the whole will
necessarily have to vary in order to provide for local and
individual needs and interests* However, she lists the
following categories that must be universally accepted by all
junior high schools:
1« Number and computation - a mastery of skills, an
expanding appreciation of quantitative values and
interrelationships,
2. Measurement and informal geometry « a continuance
of the rich experiences in direct measurements of
the elementary school - and a discovery of concepts
and principles to be used later on in the more
formal geometry of the senior high school,
3, Construction and interpretation of graphs - includ-
ing varied and rich experiences in statistical
graphing, map reading - and an introduction to the
study of function graphs.
Introduction to the functional core of algebra
through formulas and equations,
5. A generous application of the various phases of
mathematics to the problems of everyday living, 7
6. Mary Rogers, "Possible Articulation for the Junior
High School with the Elementary School and the Senior High
School," The Mathematics Teacher, Vol, 38, No, 6, October
1*5, P. 2?3.
7. Ibid., p. 253.

Miss Rogers next states that the junior high
school teacher needs to be broadly educated, not only in her
own field but in related subjects as well* She should also
be alert to any situations that might arise, and know not
merely her own level of mathematical education but also both
the levels directly below and directly above her own.
Miss Rogers offers suggestions for junior high
school pupils to follow in problem solving in order to reduce
difficulties in the ninth grade algebra and senior high
school mathematics:
1. First of all, the student must learn to read his
problem carefully to determine exactly what is
given and what is required,
2. He should then list the data given and the questions
to be answered,
3. Ee should visualize the problem situation, whenever
possible, by drawing an appropriate sketch.
!(.• He should select relevant data and discard the
irrelevant,
f>« He should analyze the relationship of quantitative
values and determine procedures to be followed.
6. He should always judge a reasonable answer in
advance of computation.
7* He should compute carefully and check all results
for common sense and accuracy.
8. He should test his results in terms of the question
asked at the outset.
9. This procedure, followed faithfully throughout the
seventh and eighth grades, should bring results
that will greatly reduce difficulties in the ninth
grade algebra and the mathematics of the senior high
school.
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10. Of equal importance in the mathematics program of
the junior high school is the work with per cents.
We must concede this work to be entirely new to
the seventh grade child. It presents a new language
and a comparatively new mode of expressing quantita-
tive relationships. But the language is readily
learned, if associated with the child's immediate
environment. The relationships become basically
simple when interpreted through the already familiar
concept of ratio. This close association between
ratio and per cent facilitates the acquirement of
the new concept - per cent, and deepens and expands
the general concept of ratio. This is important.
For ratio is basic and vital to many mathematical
experiences which are to follow," °
An Enlarged View of Arithmetic
D, Banks Wilburn of the Iowa State Teachers
College asks these questions:
1, How can one assist the pupils to raise their level
of accuracy in computation when they do not possess
an adequate knowledge of the basic facts of arith-
metic?
2, How can one assist the pupils to view the steps in
the several operations of a particular arithmetical
process as the clarification, extension, and enlarge-
ment of a relatively simple number idea rather than
as a set of difficulties or obstacles in a. course
to be overcome only through the use of repetitative
drill?
3, How can one teach the pupils to recognize the appro-
priate operation or operations to employ in finding
the answer to a question involving a social situa-
tion? 9
8. Ibid., p. 255.
9* D. Banks Wilburn, "An Enlarged View of Arithmetic
for Pupils in the Junior High School," Bulletin of the Nation-
al Association of Secondary School Principals, Vol. 30,
January 19!±b, p. 61.
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Wilburn goes on to say that these questions seem
to involve the following implications:
"First, the program of instruction should provide
learning activities which give the pupils a new
and enlarged view of arithmetic,
"Second, the new and enlarged view of arithmetic
should present the basic facts of arithmetic and
the operations with the four fundamentals as a
series of meaningful interrelated number ideas
developed through a systematic study of the
number system." 10
This seems to be practically a duplication of the
ideas expressed by other specialists in the field, especially
Schorling and Rogers.
Wilburn gives suggestions for further enrichment
of the program in common fractions by introducing the pupils
to the study of common fractions with such problems as: (l)
finding a part of a number; (2) finding a number when a part
of it is known; and (3) finding what part one number is of
another. Although he says that these are illustrations
involving common fractions, they may just as well refer to
decimal fractions, percentage, selling on commission, profit
and loss, or taxation.
Wilburn summarizes his report by saying, in ef-
fect, that the great purpose of an instructional program in
arithmetic is not so much to teach the pupils how to solve
10. Ibid., p. 6l.
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problems as it is to assist them, from the beginning, to
develop interrelated number ideas systematically.
Recommendations of the National Committee on Mathematical
Requirements
According to the recommendations of the National
Committee on Mathematical Requirements, the material to be
taught in the junior high school years is drawn mainly from
the "field of arithmetic, informal geometry, graphic repre-
sent at ion, the beginnings of trigonometric work, and elemen-
tary algebra." Authors of most textbooks of seventh and
eighth grade mathematics have set up this aim:
"To weave together elements of arithmetic,
informal geometry, graphic work in such a
way that they will concurrently supplement,
enrich, and motivate each other. In the
work of these grades more attention has been
paid to this aspect of organization than to
the logical structure of the subjects. Host
of the elementary concepts and simple pro-
cesses of algebra, geometry, graphics, and
trigonometry can be successfully brought down
from the advanced courses and so adapted that
they can well replace obsolete and nonessen-
tial parts of the traditional arithmetic of
the seventh and eighth grades. Such material
serves to enrich the work during these years
and to provide more adequate preparation for
future work." H
11. Charles H. Butler and P. Lynwood Wren, "The Teach-
ing of Secondary Mathematics," New York: McGraw-Hill Book
Company, 19lil* P. 78.

Meaning in the Junior High School
The following excerpt from a paper read at the
annual meeting of the National Council of Teachers of Mathe-
matics at Indianapolis in April 19^8 by Virgil S. Mailory
of the State Teachers College, Montclaip, Hew Jersey is, the
writer feels, quite appropriate in a paper of this type. It
seems to summarize clearly and conclusively the junior high
school mathematics situation at the present time:
There is a need for better teaching; need for
teaching children so that the mathematics they study
will be understood and will function in their lives.
The teaching and the understanding must be so clear
as not to impose hurdles in later years, and so clear
that they can be recalled to help the child when he
forgets. We know that teaching is done by teachers.
Today, because of the increased birth rate, of low
salaries and high living costs, the shortage of teach-
ers is appalling, A large per cent of teachers in our
elementary and junior high schools hold sub- standard
licenses. With a doubled birth rate, the outlook for
the next eight or ten years is far from bright unless
more young people are attracted to the teaching pro-
fession. Unless such steps are speedily taken, the
young generation will fare much worse than any present
survey might show.
Despite all these handicaps, with the usual
optimism of teachers, we shall stress today the need
for expert teachers, teachers who will not be satisfied
with purely mechanical devices or mechanical teaching;
teachers who will make little children understand arith-
metic.
Mallory went on to list ten theses as follows:
1. In order for mathematics to be useful to the child,
it must have meaning.

2. Drill or practice in processes in mathematics is
necessary in every grade from the first through
college mathematics.
3, Meaning and understanding must be defined in terms
of the child's actual reaction, not in terms of what
his reaction should be,
I4., Every teacher of arithmetic should know well how
arithmetic is taught in the lower grades,
5. At all stages in the teaching of arithmetic the
development must begin with the concrete, then go
to the abstract, and finally be applied in the con-
crete situations of real life,
6. Understanding is hindered by the use of words or
devices that conceal mathematical meaning,
7* A critical survey of materials of instruction in
grades seven and eight should be made to be sure
that all have social meaning for the child,
8. The mathematical concepts developed must correspond
to the pupil's maturation,
9. Since the child has completed practically all of the
facts, skills, and processes by the time he enters
the seventh grade, the junior high school teacher
has the task of making him sure in his ability, and
certain in his understanding,
10. We cannot allow our program to entirely ignore the
brighter student,
Hallory summarized his article briefly and then
stated that the teacher of junior high school mathematics
has a challenging task in three respects: (1) He must
correct previous errors in understanding by going back in
12. Virgil S. Mallory, "Meaning in the Junior High
School," (Prom paper read at Annual Meeting of National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics at Indianapolis. Aprii
1*8.)
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every case to concrete Illustrations which lead to abstrac-
tions and which finally are interpreted in everyday situations.
Thus he secures functional competence for his pupils. (2) He
must introduce social situations in such a way that Ms pupils
will live the situations. Hence he must be a scholar, a prac-
tical man, an artist, of no mean proportions. (3) He must
breathe the breath of reality into book problems. Only in
this way will the children in his care develop that social
and mathematical meaning which means functional competence.

CHAPTER II
BASES FOR THE NORTHBRIDGE PROGRAM
|
The Role of the Textbook in a Modern Mathematics Program
If we examine and compare modern textbooks in
mathematics with those in use a century or more ago, we more
fully appreciate how relatively simple our task is today
.
The great Swiss educator, Pestalozzi, who has been called the
father of modern education, caused great influence in teach-
ing, and especially so in the field of mathematics, with his
"sense perception" method, which stressed understanding ver-
sus merely following rules. This influence was shown as
early as 1321 when Warren Colburn published his First Lessons
in Arithmetic , and in I83I4. in Introduction to Arithmetic by
John Preston. By looking at the tables of contents of some
of the very earliest textbooks, we would probably see such
topics as, "Alligation medial, alligation alternate, duodeci-
mals, Custom House allowances, barter, cube root, permuta-
tions, single and double fellowship, or gauging."
Textbooks, today, have made rapid strides since
that time, and we have no conception of what another century
may bring into use* Some of our junior high school text-
books are excellent today and many pupils are being motivated
tremendously by them. The use of pictures, diagrams, graphs,

and other illustrations have done much to make mathematics
meaningful, interesting, and functional. For instance, the
series called Mathematics We Use by Leo J. Brueckner and
Poster E. Grossnickle, and published by The John C. Winston
Company, is beautifully illustrated almost from cover to
cover. Some textbooks even have three-dimensional pictures,
with a special lens furnished with which to view them.
Other improvements which might be mentioned are:
the language has been brought down to the level of the pupils;
the problems have become more meaningful and deal with every-
day topics well within the grasp of most of the pupils; the
design and craftsmanship have definitely improved; and a
psychological approach has been followed. Even the comic
strip technique has been made use of to develop an idea in
arithmetic or algebra. The writer is referring specifically
to the Aiken Algebra Charts , which are published by A. J.
Nystrom and Company, 3333 Elston Avenue, Chicago 18, Illinois.
What Teachers Think about Problem Solving
Most teachers will agree that a major test of a
pupil's ability in the field of mathematics is his ability
to solve problems accurately. However, this has seemed to
be one of his chief stumbling blocks. By the time a pupil
has reached the junior high school he is reasonably mature

and should be well on his way to mastery of the computational
skills needed in handling whole numbers and common and deci-
mal fractions. Consequently, at this point in the curriculum,
problem solving should be an important part of every new
development. He should be made to realize that problems
exist in all the world about him and that, as he meets them,
he must devise ways and means of solving them.
A good textbook should lead a pupil to follow
definite steps when attempting to solve a problem. There
must be questions, diagrams, worked-out solutions to examples,
as well as proofs, which will assist a pupil and encourage
him to work out solutions for himself until they become a
matter of routine procedure for him, thus paving the way to
independent thinking. He must be helped to visualize prob-
lem situations and be able to discard any and all nonessen-
tial information. He must be asked over and over again
"Why?" and "How do you know?" so that he will be able to give
valid reasons for his interpretations of the conditions
existing in the problems.

Major Objectives of a Mathematics Course
The major objectives of a modern mathematics
course are two- fold: first, to develop in the learner the
ability to interpret the meanings of number and the number
system and to perform the various number operations skill-
fully and with understanding; and, second, to provide a rich
variety of experiences which will assure the ability of the
pupil to apply quantitative procedures effectively in social
situations in life outside of school.
Both the mathematical and the social phases of
mathematics must be given careful thought. By mathematical
phase, one usually thinks of the content that deals directly
with number and computational processes, while the social
phase deals with the actual applications of number in social
situations that arise in the affairs of daily life, both in
school and out. In a well-organ!zed mathematics program,
both phases must be handled in such a way that neither phase
is neglected nor given unnecessary weight. In the past,
instruction placed undue emphasis merely on the computational
side, but today the growing emphasis on both phases is doing
much to improve the nature of instruction and to make mathe-
matics the rich area of learning that it ought to be.

Generalizations
As an outgrowth of the readings and research done
in the field of junior high school mathematics, the writer
has formulated these generalizations:
1« People have two basic media for communicating and
extending thought: (a) language; (b) mathematics,
2. Life is the continuous process of discovering,
interpreting, evaluating, and organizing meanings,
insights, concepts, and ideas* These inhere in
mathematics just as much as they do in the verbal
language*
3 # As language is used to communicate qualitative
ideas, so is mathematics the means of expressing
quantitative ideas.
[}. Mathematics is both a science of number ideas and
a useful tool in social participation.
Functional Objectives in Teaching Mathematics
A list of functional objectives in the teaching
of eighth grade mathematics ought to be foremost in a teach-
er^ mind when the construction of a new course of study is
being formulated. The writer believes that the following
list is sufficiently comprehensive and flexible enough:

1 # To help pupils discover and extend the basic con-
cepts and principles taught in elementary arith-
metic.
2« To help pupils discover the means of carrying on
reflective interpretation and communication with
others concerning quantity.
3. To guide pupils in acquiring an understanding of
the sociological growth of mathematics,
!{.« To help pupils develop understandings and apprecia-
tions for the use and value of numbers in daily
life,
5. To assist pupils in achieving continuous growth in
mathematical reasoning through problem solving.
6. To assist pupils in discovering and in understand-
ing the relation of mathematics to other school
subjects.
7. To help pupils find a feeling of success and enjoy-
ment in the study and use of mathematics.
8. To assist pupils in acquiring an adequate mathemat-
ical vocabulary.
9» To help pupils develop self-reliance that is needed
in learning subsequent mathematics.

Functional Outcomes of a Mathematic s Program;
If mathematics at the eighth grade level has
been meaningfully taught and properly motivated, there are
definite understandings, appreciations and attitudes, as
well as essential skills which will have been developed
within the pupils, and which should serve as criteria for
the furtherance of better citizenship development* The
writer feels that the following functional otitcomes should
be achieved as the result of a properly balanced course:
1» Understandings
a. An understanding of the sequential development
of our number system.
b. A meaningful interpretation of quantity, of
number symbols, and of the computational pro-
cesses and their relationships.
c. A functional understanding of measures,
d. An understanding of the way man has learned
increasingly to control his environment through
the application of mathematics*
e. An understanding of the basic vocabulary used
in mathematics.
f • An understanding of how mathematics is used in
relation to other subjects.

g. An understanding of the value of our number sys-
tem in interpreting governmental, business,
social, and personal problems,
h. An understanding of the growing importance of
graphic data.
i. An understanding of mathematics as an instrument
in thinking and acting.
j. An understanding that mathematics makes valuable
contributions to the development of certain
desirable habits and capacities, such as neatness,
thoroughness, order, and the ability to estimate
and check results.
k. An understanding that leadership, cooperation,
and sense of responsibility are among the worth-
while social outcomes that may be encouraged
through the study of mathematics.
2m Appreciations and Attitudes
a. An appreciation of man's contribution in devel-
oping our number system.
b # An appreciation of the importance of mathematics
as a tool for solving problems involved in
social participation.
c. An appreciation for the beauty of mathematical
forms and relations.

d # The attitude that one can have fun and enjoyment
in studying and using mathematics.
e« The attitude that the textbook may be used only
as a reference tool,
f . The attitude that accuracy in the use of numbers
has a definite value for persons other than the
teacher.
Essential Skills
a. To read with meaningful comprehension quantita-
tive data found in newspapers, periodicals, and
books dealing with topics such as sports, sci-
ence, aviation, social problems, business,
government, etc.
b. To use mathematical processes with understanding
and accuracy.
c. To be able to measure and use measurements
accurately.
d. To analyze a mathematical situation and to check
the reliability of the answer.
e. To be able to interpret and use current methods
of expressing quantitative relationships (such
as tables, graphs, formulas, etc.)

To be able to use understandingly and accurately
all the fundamental processes involving numbers,
fractions, decimals, the three cases of percen-
tage, measurements, business practices, geometric
concepts, constructions, and scale drawings.
To be able to increase individual abilities
in problem solving, including the application
of correct methods of procedure.

CHAPTER III
MINIMUM PROGRAM
FOR GRADE EIGHT MATHEMATICS
It will doubtless be necessary to review and re-
teach many of the various arithmetical operations taught in
previous years* Diagnostic tests given at the beginning of
the school year will in most instances indicate the need for
this reteaching # Special attention should be given to such
topics as may have been omitted from previous grades. Both
oral and written work should be carried out, the oral work
providing an opportunity for rapid drill and for examining
and directing the thinking processes of the pupils.
Minimum Requirement s :
In the Northbridge system, only this material is
required of the VIII-H section, the lowest of the four divi-
sions of the eighth grade.
I. Reading and Writing ITumbers
A. Reviexv of our number system; its historical develop-
ment
(5: 21^49) (7: 17-32)
1. Emphasize
This coding indicates that reference material will be found
on pages 2lj.-I}.9 in item number $ and on pages 17-32 in item
number 7 in the bibliography. All references are listed in
this manner.
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a. Large numbers to' billions; round off to near-
est ten, hundred, thousand, ten-thousand,
hundred-thousand, million, ten-million,
hundred-million, billion
(6: 26) (7: 234, 31^)
b. Place value
(5: 32-33) (7: 18) (13: 18-19) (17: 3^-38)
c. Decimal fractions to millionths; round off
to nearest tenth, hundredth, thousandth, ten-
thousandth, hundred-thousandth
(6: 70) (7: 31^)
d. Money, including fractional and decimal parts
of a cent
e. Abstract and concrete numbers
(7: 38-39)
2# Vocabulary
Units, ones, tens, hundreds, tenths, hundredths,
etc., round off, place value, nearest ten, hun-
dred, etc., nearest tenth, hundredth, etc., near-
est whole number, mill, integer
3» Typical problems
a. Read population of large countries of the
world (figures available in World Almanac);
round off to nearest million, ten-million,
etc.
b. Read and write numbers from local tax figures,
government bulletins, newspapers, local bond
quotas, and financial reports on current
topics
c« Write small and large numbers for class prac-
tice until good results are insured
d # Write small and large amounts of money, both
dollars and cents included ($1^,128,74.5.61)
e. Problems involving costs, distances, popula-
tions, measurements

[{-• Teaching suggestions
a. Insist upon correct reading and writing of
all numbers at all times
b. Use dollar sign ($>) when necessary; decimal
point to separate dollars and cents ($8.50
)
c. Emphasize that the word "and" is to be used
only when reading the decimal point; never
to be used when reading whole numbers*
(3^-75 to be read "three thousand four hundred
seventy-five, "
)
(5: kk~b5) (13: 19)
d. Separate numbers (integers) into their com-
ponent parts: lj.278 means Lj.000 / 200 / 70 / 8
(5: 29-30)
e. The number 6 may mean six 100' s, six 10 *s
and so on and not just six l*s.
II • Fundamental Processes
A. Addition and Subtraction
1. Emphasize
a. Meaning of addition and subtraction
(7: kS-bk-)
b. Basic facts of addition and subtraction
(5: 202-214 ) (7: 9k.)
c. Single column addition (7: 106-llLJ
d. Higher decade addition (7: 99-102)
e» Carrying in addition
(5: 218) (7: 102) (17: 63-65)
f« Borrowing in subtraction (Decomposition
method)
(5: 231-232) (7: 6l, lip.) (17: 68-77)

g # Special zero difficulties
(5: 232, 238-2l|.0) (7: 95)
£u Staggered columns
(Addition) (Subtraction)
728 728
26 39
9
i # Column addition of six to eight addends of
three, four, five, and six digits
(7: 121-122)
2« Vocabulary
Addition, sum, addend, column, total, plus, plus
sign (/), carrying, combine, subtraction, minus,
minus sign (-), difference, minuend, subtrahend,
borrow, more than, less than, exceed, result,
remainder, answer
3. Problem forms
a* Vertical columns
b. Horizontal forms: (16 / 12 / 8)
c. Find the sum or total of
d. Find the difference between
e. 25 is how much more than 16?
f. 26 is how much less than 1(4?
g. How much is left?
h. How much is gone?
!{- Checking
a # Check addition by adding columns in reverse
order
b. Check addition by adding columns separately
and recording totals in vertical form, such
as:

Solution: Check:
2kl5 15
1893 32
6581 22
2586 11
13535 13535
(7: 123-125)
c. Subtraction check to be found by adding the
answer (difference) to the subtrahend. The
result will equal the minuend
(7: 139-lW
5» Teaching suggestions
a. Emphasize neatness and accuracy at all times
b. Rule papers for uniformity in all classes
c. Stress reasonableness of all results
("Is my answer reasonable?")
d* Teach uniformity of method of adding, Por
example, 6 / 8 / ij. / 9» Solution : six,
fourteen, eighteen, twenty- seven. Check by
using reverse order.
e. In vertical columns of addition, add downward;
check upward
(5: 214
f • Teach the "borrowing" or decomposition method
of subtraction unless majority of class can
work accurately by a previously taught method.
Do not try to change methods if majority of
the class can work competently by another
method.
B. Multiplication and Division
1. Emphasize
a. Meaning of multiplication and division; the
relation between them
(5: 2k.3~2kk) (7: 158- 2lpJ

b. Basic facts in each
(5: 2l}.3-26l) (7: 160) (17: 77-78)
c. One-figure multiplier, no carrying (7: l61{.)
d. One-figure multiplier, with carrying
(7: l6l}.-l66)
e. Two-figure multiplier (7: 169) (17: 81-82)
f. Three or more figures in multiplier (7: 170)
g. Zeros in both multiplicand and multiplier
(7: 171-172)
h. Zero as a place holder (5: 181-182)
i. Practice with intermediate and terminal zeros
(7: 171-172)
3. Long division with one, two, and three-figure
divisors, with and without remainders
(7: 188-220) (17: 814--95)
k. Short division, with and without remainders,
with and without zeros in dividend and
divisor
(7: 195-198)
1. Approximating quotients with two- and three-
figure divisors
(7: 195-210)
m. Quotients with fractional remainders: 0)32
n. Quotients carried out to nearest tenth,
hundredth, thousandth:
22.0833
12)265.0000
This quotient rounds off to 22.1, 22.08, or
22.083
(6: 27)

2. Vocabulary
Signs used in multiplication and division, times,
multiplied by, multiplicand, multiplier, product,
dividend, divisor, divided by, quotient, contain-
ed in, average, remainder, fractional part, equal
how many 8's, seven 9's
3, Problem forms
a. Seven 7 ! s equal how much?
b. 28 x 32
c. Multiply 28 by 32
d. Find the product of 28 and 32
e. Multiply: 28
f . How many times is 12 contained in 180?
g. Divide 180 by 12
h. 12)TBO
i. 180
-J- 12
j. How many 12 's in 180?
!{. Checking
a. Mult ipl icat ion : by changing the order of the
multiplicand and the multiplier and then
multiplying again (7: 167
)
b. Dividing the product by either the multipli-
cand or the multiplier (17 : 82-81].)
c. Division : by multiplying the quotient by the
divisor to obtain the dividend (7: 192, 205)
d. Casting out 9*s (only for the best pupils
of the slow division)
(17: 82-81]., 96-97)

5>. Teaching suggestions
a. Emphasize neatness and correct placement of
digits in both multiplication and division
b. Estimate quotients by approximating the divi
sor to some number that is convenient to
handle mentally:
(How many 28 »s in 300?)
Change 28 to 30; pupils then see that the
answer will be slightly larger than 10
c. In multiplication, find total costs, total
distances, areas of plane figures, such as
rectangle or square
d. Estimate products and quotients (7: 195)
e. Determine products to nearest ten, hundred,
thousand
f . In multiplication, change denominate numbers
to lower denominate numbers, as yards to
feet and/or inches
g. In division, find unit costs, fractional
parts, averages; change denominate numbers t
higher denominate numbers, as yards to rods
or miles
(?: 221-225)
Decimal Fractions
1, Emphasize
a. Meaning of decimal fraction; decimal system
(5: 3k9r35k) (7: 306-350) (17: 153-I5ljj
(29: 2ll}.-220)
b. Meaning of place value
(5: 352) (7: 307-308)
c. Function of the decimal point
(5: kh) (7: 307)
d. Making approximate values
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e. Comparing values of decimal fractions, as
O.lj. is what part of l±; the ratio of 0.1|. to
0.6l\.; O.lj. is how many times O.OOOl^., etc,
f • Writing decimals from dictation
g. Writing and adding "ragged" decimals
(5: 355-356) (7: 326-327)
h. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of decimals
(7: 321-332)
i. Important short-cuts (multiplying or dividing
by 10, 100, 1000)
j. Multiplying and dividing whole numbers by
decimals
(7: 328-332)
2. Vocabulary
Decimal system, decimal fraction, decimal place,
place value, decimal point, mixed decimal,
nearest tenth, hundredth, etc.
3« Teaching suggestions
a. Stress necessity for accuracy of placing the
decimal point
b. Much emphasis upon reading decimal fractions
and mixed decimals
(7: 311-313)
c. 3806 to be read "three thousand eight hundred
six"; 38,06 to be read "thirty-eight and six
hundredths
d. Change decimal fraction forms to common frac-
tion forms: 0.06 is the equivalent of 6/100,
3/50, Later, after percentage is studied, it
is equal to six per cent (6/0
(7: 3I4-32D

e. Meaningful practice in addition, subtraction,
multiplication, and division of decimal
fractions
f. Checking (7: 333)
g. Check reasonableness of answers
h. Frequent review of vocabulary
i. Short methods of multiplying and dividing by
10, 100, 1000 by moving the decimal point
(5: 36O-36D
D. Common Fractions
1. Emphasize
a. Meaning of common fractions; their social
value
(5: 2914--295) (7: 2l{.2-305) (17*. 105-110)
b. Addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division of fractions
(7: 257-277)
c. Fraction as a ratio; ratio, in turn, may be
changed to fractional or decimal form; as a
whole number, a mixed number, or a per cent
(7: 21^.5)
d» Meaning of numerator and denominator
(7: kk> 2l|J|.)
e. Read and write common fractions from halves,
thirds, fourths, etc,, through thirty- seconds
(7: 2k$)
f. Reduce fractions to lowest terms; raise frac-
tions to higher terms
(7: 251-255)
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2, Vocabulary
Common fraction, proper fraction, improper frac-
tion, mixed number, equivalent, terms, numerator,
denominator, reduce, lowest terms, higher terms,
invert, reciprocal, common denominator
3. Teaching suggestions
a. Review for accuracy fractions with like
denominators
b. Teach use of common denominator but not to
exceed 2I4. except in cases where 32 or 61{. are
used in measurements
(7: 255-256)
c. Problems involving use of ruler, yard stick,
tape measure (meter stick after metric system
has been studied)
d. Comparison of mixed numbers and common frac-
tions by arranging in order of size, both
ascending and descending values
e. Comparison of mixed numbers with mixed
decimals
f • Use of ruler (also measuring cup for girls
in domestic arts classes) when multiplying
common fraction by whole number
g. Give practice in solving simple types of
problems mentally
(7: 282-293)
h. Practice in cancellation as a short-cut
(7: 279-280)
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III. Percentage
A. Its application in everyday living (29: 276)
1, Emphasize
a. The meaning of per cent
(7: 351-355) (17: 162-164)
b. Common and decimal fraction equivalents
(7: 355-357)
c. Whole per cents and aliquot parts
(7: 370-372)
d. Finding per cents of numbers (Case 1)
(7: 363-37O) (17: 165-166)
e. Finding what per cent one number is of another
(Case 2)
(7: 390-lj.Ol) (17: 166-168)
f. Finding the ratio of one number to another
(20: 316)
g. Per cents larger than one hundred (20: 327)
h« Fractional' per cents less than such as
l/2#, 1/1$, 3/W, etc.
(20: 327) (29: 265-277)
i. Per cents of increase and decrease
(7: 375-377) (20: 328)
j. Simple interest (20: 367-372) (29: 270-276)
k. Applications of percentage to buying, selling,
interest, savings
(7: 377-388)
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2. Vocabulary
Percentage, formula, base, rate, equivalent,
whole per cent, 100%, the symbol n%n 9 fractional
per cent, ratio, increase, decrease, relationship,
comparison, convert, conversion, commission, rate
of commission, discount, interpret, margin, over-
head, marked price, selling price
3. Application to
a. Business, such as interest, discount, taxes,
commission, profit and loss
(7: 358, 377-423) (20: 3^1-352)
b. Budgets (20: ^38, 1^93, 50i{-, 6l8
)
c. School attendance
d. Athletics (team standings)
(20: 329-330)
e. Mixing ingredients (Cooking classes)
\ m Teaching suggestions
a. Per cent means hundredths (Further explana-
tion in Chapter IV)
(17: 162-161].) (20: 323)
b. Learn per cent equivalents of l/2, l/3, l/ij.,
l/5, l/8, l/l0, l/l2 as well as numerators
larger than 1 (20: 32I4-)
c. Changing fractions to per cents (20: 3?)|
)
d. Changing decimals to per cents (20: 32I4.)
e. Changing per cents to fractional and decimal
equivalents (20: 32I4.)
f. Comparing equivalent fractional, decimal, and
per cent forms
(6: 58-61) (20: 32l^)
g. Writing per cents in two forms: 12j$ or 12.5$
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h, Thorough understanding of simple per cents
before attempting more complicated forms
i. Finding interest on savings accounts
(17: 190-196)
j # Finding discounts on bills of goods
(17: 217-218)
k. Finding commission on sales (17: 218)
1. Finding rate of commission (7: 377-378)
m. Tax rates in local and nearby communities
n. Interpreting circle graphs (7: 57^-579)
o. Figuring luxury taxes on such items as
jewelry, cosmetics, leather goods
p« Sales taxes as they apply in nearby Rhode
Island
q. Social security taxes deducted from earnings
r» Gasoline taxes
s. Taxes on telephone bills; theatre admissions
t. Profit and loss; meaning of cost, selling
price, overhead, margin, marked price
(7: \\ll-kl3)
u. Practical problems involving each of the
above items
(7:
5» Sample examples
a. Finding fractional parts of numbers, such as
2/3 of 27, with answers as whole or mixed
numbers
b. Finding fractional parts of fractions, such as
1/2 of 2/3

c. Finding decimal parts of whole numbers and
decimals, such as 0,2 of 75, and 0.5 of 0.86
d. Z$% of 200 is (Case 1)
e. is 2$% of 200 (Case 1)
f
.
50 is % of 200 (Case 2)
g. % of 200 is 50 (Case 2)
h. 2$% of is 50 (Case 3)
i. 50 is 2$% of (Case 3)
(7: 363.-Ij.06) (17: 168-171)
IV. Denominate Numbers and Measurement
A. Practical use in everyday mathematics
(7: i|£6-50l) (29: 236-2)^2)
1. Emphasize
a. Tables of liquid and dry measure, length,
t ime , ?/e ight
(7: 62l{.)
b. Equivalent forms: 8 inches - 2/3 foot, or
2/9 yard; 1 foot 6 inches - Ti feet, or 18
inches, or l/2 yard
c. Reduction of denominate numbers (7: [j.91-!^92)
d. Operations with denominate numbers
(7: ^92-to5)
e. Problems involving use of distances, weight,
time, area, temperature, capacity or volume
(Volume limited to rectangular solids, such
as number of blocks in a box, or cubical
contents of classroom, and average number of
cubic feet of air per pupil in classroom)
(7: ^97-501)

f . Estimating number of feet in length, width,
height of room; distance between boys' and
girls 1 bicycle stands in school parking area
g. Approximating quantities to nearest inch, foot,
yard, rod, pound, etc.
(17: 282-315)
h. Meaning of a plane figure (7:
i. Measuring with ruler to sixteenth of an inch
(7: ij.88-li.91)
3. Fundamental operations with length, area,
volume
(7: 1+97-501)
k. Construction of square, rectangle, triangle,
circle, trapezoid
(7: 556-559)
1. Construction of lines, angles (7: 5^1-2-5^4-)
m. Understanding of linear, square, cubic measure
(7: 562)
n. Kinds of angles; constructing them
(20: 511-513)
o. Practical work with measures (29: 254
)
p. Meaning of term parallelogram (7: 557)
Vocabulary
Inch, foot, yard, ' rod, mile, square inch, square
foot, square yard, square rod, square mile, acre,
cubic inch, cubic foot, cubic yard, area, surface,
volume, capacity, contents, rectangle, square,
triangle, trapezoid, parallelogram, circle, semi-
circle, angle, right, acute, obtuse angles, ratio,
parallel, perpendicular, degree, circumference,
radius, radii, diameter, pi, relationship, protrac-
tor, measure, measurement, denominate number, esti-
mate, dimension, pint, quart, gallon, ounce, pound,

hundredweight, ton, second, minute, hour, day,
week, month, year, century, decade, cent, nickel,
dime,
'
quarter, half-dollar, dollar, mill, unit,
dozen, score, gross, net weight, gross weight,
cube, rectangular solid, prism, cubical contents
Typical problems
a. Change 30 ounces to pounds; 30 inches to feet;
12 inches to fractional part of a yard
b. Find total weight of boys in each row; average
weight of same
c. Find total weight of girls in each row;
average weight of same
d. Find difference in time between 8:05 a.m. and
2:00 p.m. (School hours)
e. Find area of rectangle 1 foot 9 inches long by
1 foot 6 inches wide (Solve by formula)
(20: 527)
f . Subtract 3 feet 7 inches from 5 feet 2 inches
Solution :
$ ft. I in.
3 ft . 7 in.
1 ft. 7 in.
g. Find total weight of a dozen cans of pineapple
if each can weighs 1 lb. oz.
Solution:
1 lb. llj. oz.
x 12
12 lb. 158 oz. - 22 lb. 8 oz. - 22 l/2 lb.
h. Find of $ hours IfO minutes
Solution:
1 hr. ?S min .
Ij.) hr. IlO min.
1 hr- 60 min.
100 min.
100

The area of a rectangle is 8-g- square feet.
Its length is If. feet 3 inches. Find its width.
Solution :
Therefore, the width is 2 feet.
Check : - 1£ x 2 - - 8J-
Find the area of a rectangle 1^. feet 9 inches
long by 2 feet 8 inches wide.
Solution :
\ ft. 9 in. - k 3A
2 ft. 8 in. - 2 2/3 ft.
2
t 3A x 2 2/3 - 19 x
I
- 38 - 12 2/3
Therefore, the area is 12 2/3 square feet.
Check : 12 2/3 ~ lj_ 3/k - 38 x k - 8
3 19 3
or 2 2/3
Solution by formula :
A - bh
A - k. 3A x 2 2/3
A - 19 x 8
3
A - 38
3
A - 12 2/3, or 12 2/3 square feet.

Teaching suggestions
a. Use actual weights and measures as much as
possible in solving problems
b. Emphasize that there are suitable units for
measuring all types of materials - shoe sizes,
weights of nails, boys 1 shirts (length of
sleeve, neck size, etc.) (7: 1j.80-1j.90)
c. Add like units to like units and subtract like
units from like units, such as 12 yards
2 inches plus 8 yards Ij. inches equals 20 yards
6 inches; 12 yards 2 inches minus 8 yards
Ij. inches equals 3 yards 3^4- inches or 3 yards
2 feet 10 inches
d. Multiply a denominate number by an integer to
find several times the original amount, such
as,
$ yd. 5 in.
20 yd. 20 in. - 20 yd. 1 ft. 8 in. -
20 5/9 yd.
e. Multiply length by width measured in the same
unit to find the number of square units in a
surface, such as' the rectangle 12 inches long
by 8 inches wide, which contains 96 square
inches. (Shov; actual rectangle drawn to exact
size and divide into inch squares) Pupils can
measure each square and visualize its area as
exactly 96 square inches.
Solution :
12 sq. in.
x 8
9b sq. in.
f. Divide denominate numbers by integers to find
a part of the original amount, such as,
2 ft. k in.
\+) 9~TtT IjTinT
_8
1 ft. -12 in.
16 in.
16

g. Divide a denominate number by another denomi-
nate number in the same unit to see how many
of the second are contained in the first.
Emphasize that the quotient will be an
abstract number
Solution:
k
2 ft. k in* ) 9 ft. k in.
or
It
28 in.) 112 in.
The answer I4. means that 2 ft. h. in. is
contained in 9 ft. l\. in. exactly Ij. times, or
9 ft. I4. in. is exactly I4. times 2 ft. Ij. in.
V. Mensuration
A. Its application in everyday mathematics
1. Emphasize
a. Meaning of plane and solid figures
(7: 5W (20:
b. Measuring with ruler to sixteenth of an inch
(7: i4.88-Z4.9i
)
c. Tables of length, area, volume, degrees
(7: 62lf)
d. Equivalent forms, such as, 6 inches i foot
or 1/6 yard
e. Estimating lengths, areas, volumes
f . Fundamental operations and problems involving
length, area, volumes
(7: ij-97-501) (20: 515-51*7)
g. Construction of lines and angles
(6: 205-206) (20: 512-513, 517-518)

h. Construction of squares, rectangles, circles,
triangles, trapezoids
(7: 556-559) (20: 515-521)
Inch, foot, yard, rod, mile, square inch, square
foot, square yard, square rod, square mile, acre,
cubic inch, cubic foot, cubic yard, area, volume,
capacity, contents, rectangle, square, triangle,
parallelogram, trapezoid, circle, semicircle,
angle, right, acute, obtuse angles, parallel,
perpendicular, segment, degree, circumference,
radius, radii, diameter, pi, ratio, relationship,
protractor
Teaching suggestions
a. Measure angles of various sizes with aid of
protractor (7: $\\&-552)
b. Draw angles of various sizes; estimate size,
then check for accuracy by means of a
protractor (7: 553)
c. Measure length and width of classroom and
express answer to nearest foot
d. Make scale drawings of schoolroom, school
building, school parking area, athletic field
e. Practice measuring lines of various lengths
(7: ij.97-501)
f . Estimate longer distances and compare them
with some known distances; pace them off
g. Find perimeter and area of various objects in
and around the school buildings
h. Discuss which unit of measurement ?/ould be
most applicable for each problem
1« Check reasonableness of all answers
j« Estimate lengths of various lines and angles;
areas of various surfaces

k. Find area of rectangular lot with a frontage
of 70 feet and a depth of lkO feet.
Solution ;
llj.0 sq. ft.
x 70
9800 sq. ft.
1. Make use of the formula in solving problems
similar to the above.
Solution :
A - bh
A - 340 x 70
A - 98OO
Hence, the area is 9^00 sq. ft.
o. Find the floor surface of a room that is
15 ft. 6 in. long by 12 ft. k in. wide.
Solution ;
15 ft. 6 in. - 15 1/2 ft.
12 ft. I4. in. - 12 1/3 ft.
12 1/3 x 15 1/2 sq. ft. -
XL x 21 Z. - 191 1/6 sq. ft.
3 2 ~b
or, by use of the formula;
A - bh
A - 12 1/3 x 15 1/2
A
- 21 x 11
3 2
A llk7
"
~b"
A - 191 1/6
Hence, the area is 191 l/6 sq. ft.
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VI. Charts and Graphs
A, Their use in everyday life
1 # Emphasize
a. Reading charts and graphs, such as time
schedules, health charts, etc. (20: 332)
b. Review reading and construction of bar graphs;
line graphs; circle graphs; pictographs
(7: 505-519) (17: 37^-399)
c. Reading data arranged in a table
d. Keeping records of temperature, either in
mathematics or science classes, by means of a
broken line graph (17: 397)
e. Meaning of a component parts graph
(7: 520-52lj-)
f. Drawing to a scale (7: 502-505)
2, Vocabulary
Chart, graph, table, tabular, tabulate, record,
data, average, bar graph, line graph, circle
graph, pictograph, component parts graph, broken
line graph
3» Teaching suggestions
a. Whenever possible use data from school
activities
b. Study newspapers and magazines for all types
of available charts and graphs
c. Construction of graphs offers an excellent
opportunity to review fractional parts and
per cents (20: 332)
d. Care should be taken to select a proper scale
for graphs
e. Use graphs to illustrate comparison of sizes
of countries, populations, Red Cross and
Community Chest drive quotas, etc.

Us© graphs to interpret and visualize budgets
population changes (especially appropriate
after the 1950 census has been completed),
accidents, changes in cost of living, employ-
ment in various parts of the country in
different industries, and to show results of
school competitive campaigns, such as the
annual magazine contest (approximately sj£000
collected in past two years in Northbridge
Junior High School)
T
CHAPTER IV
THE EXTENDED PROGRAM
FOR GRADE EIGHT MATHEMATICS
Program Beyond Minimum Essentials :
The following work, in addition to the minimum
requirements for Section VIII-H as outlined in Chapter III,
is designed for the three upper sections in the Northbridge
schools (Sections VIII-I, VIII- J, and VIII-K). It is suggest-
ed that teachers who make use of the following materials vary
them according to the various abilities of their classes.
In the beginning of the eighth grade new illustra-
tions should be introduced in order to give added meaning to
the topic under consideration and to develop new skills.
Since it is unwise to attempt to build new concepts on a weak
foundation, it is essential that pupils master the fundamental
processes and their meanings. Perhaps a new meaning or inter-
pretation of fractions and decimals may result from newspaper
and magazine illustrations of their use. (7: 256-257, 3OO-3O3,
3i4.6-.35O ) Some individual pupils may have access to material
actually used in shops which will provide a more adequate under-
standing of the degree of accuracy needed in various situations
in the home, in business, or in industry. For instance, round-
ing off numbers may become more meaningful. Pupils may recog-
nize the need in adult life for giving results to the nearest
B^ton University
School of Education
Library
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whole, or tenth, or hundredth.
Any pupils who have not fully mastered the funda-
mentals should be given the opportunity to locate their indi-
vidual weaknesses and to correct their own errors. The writer
recommends that all teachers make full use of the sections of
their textbooks which provide tests for locating difficulties,
reviews, subsequent practice exercises, or any such aids which
their textbooks, supplementary texts, or workbooks may provide*
It is further suggested that slow-learning groups be allowed
to work examples using small, easily understood numbers.
Examples involving United States money may help to clear up a
heretofore bothersome point. Estimating and checking answers
often will eliminate many errors.
Metric System:
Although metric system has been introduced in the
seventh grade, it should be given careful consideration again
in grade eight. This reconsideration is principally for appre-
ciation, although pupils should acquire an understanding of the
more familiar measures that appear in science material, sports
events (Olympic games), engineering projects, and foreign
affairs. (7: 717-735) The approach to this topic might be
made through science material and newspaper and magazine arti-
cles which may be brought to all classes by both teacher and
pupils. The meter stick which has been hanging in the class-
room but which has orobablv not been noticed bv the* m^mh^r><? nf*
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the class can be studied carefully. Prom this and all subse-
quent study, the pupils should learn that:
1. The standard of measurement from which all other units
are derived is the meter, (20: 550)
2. The terms centimeter, millimeter, decimeter, deca-
meter, hectometer, kilometer, etc., have a definite
meaning
•
3. The meter is subdivided into decimeter (l/lO of a
meter), centimeter (l/lOO of a meter), and millimeter
(l/lOOO of a meter).
[j.. The metric system is based entirely upon a system of
tens.
5. The decimal system and place value must be thoroughly
understood before one can possibly make efficient use
of the metric system.
6. The use of conversion tables gives an opportunity to
compare the English system with the metric system.
(7: 719)
7. The meter is a measure of length; the gram is a
measure of weight; the liter is a measure of volume.
8. Prance adopted this system based on ten about the
beginning of the nineteenth century. (7: 723-725)
9. One meter is equivalent to approximately 39«37 inches;
one liter is about l.Oo liquid quarts; one kilometer
is about 0.6 of a mile; one kilogram is about 2.2
pounds. (7: 719) (17: 290-291)
10. Such terms as meter, centimeter, gram, kilogram, liter,
millimeter, kilometer, etc., are very important in the
study of the metric system. A knowledge of their size
as compared with their equivalents in the English
system is necessary.
11. Prom a study of the metric tables one notices that
each succeeding unit is multiplied by ten to find the
next measure:
10 millimeters 1 centimeter
10 centimeters 3 1 decimeter
10 decimeters 3 1 meter
10 meters - 1 decameter
10 decameters 1 hectometer
10 hectometers JT l kilometer

During the study of the metric system pupils may
be asked to make reports on its historical development. Refer-
ences such as The American Educator, Compton's Pictured Ency-
clopedia, 19^-9 edition, Winston's Cumulative Loose-Leaf Ency-
clopedia, The World Book Encyclopedia, 19I4.7 edition, Book of
Knowledge (20 volumes), and Americana Encyclopedia, all of
which are available in the Northbridge Junior High School,
will furnish sufficient data for almost unlimited numbers of
reports. A debate on Advantages of Using the Metric System in
the United States would provide ample opportunity for the best
students of the highest division to "entertain" the other sec-
tions of the grade at an assembly program,
(7: 717, 721-735) (17: 290-291) (20: 550-55^) (29: kS0-k$K)
Percentage:
The approach to percentage should be made through
a review of the work covered in the seventh grade. A motivat-
ing interest may be aroused through class discussion of the
importance and uses of percentage in the home, business, indus-
try, and government. Have pupils bring to class any material
on percentage from current topics in newspapers. Regular news-
paper advertisements often state that 10$ or 20% discounts will
be allowed in their end-of-the-month sales. Personal experi-
ences that individual class members may have had in buying or
selling may be capitalized on. Some pupils have probably sold
Christmas cards and received a commission on their sales.

The study of percentage in daily use should provide an oppor-
tunity for extending the understanding of finding a per cent
of a number (2.$% of $2l}.0.60) and of finding what per cent one
number is of another. (A commission of $12*50 is what per cent
of $50.00 in sales?)
The study of business practices which use percen-
tage in figuring discounts, or simple interest, as well as
commission, all of which have been studied in the seventh grade,
should be extended. In most cases teachers will see that re-
view is necessary in changing per cents to decimals, decimals
to per cents, per cents to fractions, and fractions to per
cents. Both oral and written tests should be given in order
to determine which percentage concepts are not clearly under-
stood and how much remedial work is necessary.
New, inexperienced teachers should be made aware
of the meaning of per cent as it is applied in modern usage.
The term per cent is often used in the writing and speech of
our contemporaries. We hear such expressions as "20% off,
Q0% woolen, 1$% richer in protein, a saving of l\0%, a rise of
15% a profit of 10%, interest at 2 per cent, 90 per cent cor-
rect, 5/Q/o commission, 250 per cent increase, and a 2% sales
tax." Per cent means "hundredths". "A rise of 15 per cent"
means a rise of 15/100, or, decimally, 0.15. 15 per cent is
merely another way of expressing the fraction 15/100, with the
numerator 15 expressed and the denominator understood to be 100.
Similarly, 20 per cent is 20/100, 80 per cent is 80/100, 3 per
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cent is 3/100, 5/8 per cent is ££3, and 250 per cent is 250 *
100 100
At all times the term per cent , whether it is written in words
or with the sign "/£", means hundredths .
An excellent discussion of "The Meaning of Per
Cent" may be found in Buckingham* s Elementary Arithmetic: Its
Meaning and Practice (l9k-7 edition) on pages 35l to 355 inclu-
sive.
There should be frequent opportunities to express
integers and mixed numbers as per cents as well as per cents
greater than 100 as integers and mixed numbers* Such applica-
tions will be found in population increases, in large advances
of selling prices over costs, and in various other situations
in which large per cents are used*
In any situation involving the use of percentage
there are three fundamental items frequently used: The Base,
Rate, and Percentage, If any two of these items are known,
the third can be found. If the base and the rate are known
and the percentage is to be found, the problem is said to be a
Case 1 problem. If the base and the percentage are known and
the rate is to found, this is a Case 2 problem. If the rate
and the percentage are known and the base is to be found, this
is a Case 3 problem. Illustrations are as follows:
1. What is 20^ of k$01 (Case 1)
2. 90 is what per cent of lf.£0? (Case 2)
3. 90 is 20fa of what number? (Case 3)
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When these terms are used, pupils at first often
confuse per cent and percentage. They should be taught that
per cent is a rate and that percentage is found by multiplying
the base times the rate. The following formulas are in common
usage in most textbooks:
Case 1: p - br
Case 2: r - p
~ b
Case 3: b - p_
r
New Uses of Percentage:
A further extension of percentage should include:
1. Per cent of increase and decrease
(The per cent is based on the original number)
Illustration: The price of eggs in January, 1950
was $.55 Per dozen. In March, the price was $.50
per dozen* Find the per cent of increase or
decrease.
Solution: $.05 is what per cent of $.55?
#.55 .0909 - 9.1#
• -
.50 $.55)$. 050000
$.05 (decrease) I4.95
To the nearest tenth of 1%9 eggs decreased 9«1^
from January to March, 1950.
Illustration: Bill ! s salary was increased from
$214.00 per year to $2800 per year. Find the per
cent of increase.
Solution: $2800
2i|.00
§ 4.00 (increase)
$lf.00 is what per cent of $2i{.00?
IfOO - 1 - 16 2/3#
2lj.00 F
(7: lf.O3-I4.06)
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2. Successive or chain discount
Discounts of ±5% and 10% are not equivalent to a
single discount of 2$%.
Illustration: A shipment of goods is listed at
$100.00. What is the difference between a single
discount of 2%% on this shipment of goods and
successive discounts of 15/fc and 10^?
Solution: List price - $100.00
Discount - 2.5% - l/h
l/h. of $100 - #25 (single discount)
$100 - §2$ ~~- $75 (actual cost to buyer)
19% - .15; .15 of $100 - $15 (first discount)
$100 - $15 - $85 (first remainder)
10% - .10 or .1; .1 of $85 - $8.50
""(second discount)
$85.00 - $8.50 - $76.50
(actual cost to buyer)
$76.50 ~ $75.00 - $1.50 (difference)
Conclusion: A single discount of 2$% amounts to
$25.00. Successive discounts of 1$% and 10%
amount to $23.50. The difference is $1.50. A
single discount of 2%% amounts to more than
successive discounts of 1$% and 10£b. The reason
for this is that the second discount of 10% is
based, not on the original $100, but rather on
the first remainder, or what is left after the
first discount has been deducted.
(7: 379-380)
3. Profit and Loss
This topic will naturally include the more diffi-
cult problems involving first cost, margin (over-
head and net profit), and selling price.
Selling price ^ cost / overhead / net profit
Selling price cost / margin
Overhead - cost of doing business
Margin ^ overhead / net profit
Loss - overhead - margin (in case the
overhead is larger than margin)

Illustration :
Survey of business for one year:
Total sales #25,200
Cost of merchandise . . . 16,380
Overhead 7,560
Net profit 1,260
Cost of merchandise is what per cent of the
total sales?
#16,380 is J of #25,200
M - 65^
$25200 J $16380 - 252)163.80
Overhead is what per cent of the total sales?
M#7560 is fo of #25200
.3 - 30^
#25200; $7560 - 252J75.6
Net profit is what per cent of the total sales
#1260 is % of #25200
•21 z. ^
#25200)11260 - 252)12.60
Cost of merchandise ^ 65
Overhead 30>o
Net profit
- 57° (7: Jni-lp.8)
Total sales - 100% (17: 2l5-2l6)
Per cents larger than 100%
\$0%\ 200$; 250%
150^ - li times a number
200/o ^ 2 times a number
250^ - 2J- times a number
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Illust rat ions :
How much is 150% of 360?
ii x 360 - 3/2 x 360 - 51jjo
Kow much is 200% of 360?
2 x 360 - 720
How much is 2$0% of 360?
2§ x 360 - 5/2 x 360 - 900
(7: 365-366)
5» Per cents less than 1% (Fractions of one per cent)
1/2$; iA$; l/K%
1/2% - 1/2 ot 1% - .005 - .001/2
i/%fo - l/l}. of 1% - .0025 - •ooiA
3A# - 3A of V/o - .0075 - .003A
Illustrations ;
How much is l/2% of 100?
.005 x 100 - .5
How much is 1/1$ of 100?
.0025 x 100 - .25
How much is 3/1$ of 100?
.0075 x 100 - .75
(7: 361}.-. 365)

Since this is a difficult concept for eighth
grade pupils to understand, the following illustration may
be found helpful:
100
1
T£oo
Tfoo
10/
I/O
& 1/2^
- iA%
- 3/hfo
The square shown on a
graph blackboard chart is
very valuable.
The whole (100^) is repre-
sented by 100 squares.
One shaded square repre-
sents 1/100 or ifo of the
whole.
One-half shaded square
represents 1/200 or l/2%
of the whole.
One-fourth shaded square
represents l/[}.00 or \/\\.%
of the whole.
Three-fourths shaded square
represents 3/i|-00 or 3A\-%
of the whole.
6. Rounded-off Per cents
2ii..56^ - 2k. 6%
Illustration: 76.6272 is % of 312.
Solution :
.2k£6 - 2^-56^ - 2^.6^
312)76.6272
"
62 k
HT22
12 kg
T757
1 56<0
IB72
1872
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Finding the Whole When a Part Is Given: (Case 3)
Since people in the business world sometimes make
use of this process in figuring the selling price of an arti-
cle, it is essential that it be taught in eighth grade mathe-
matics. Cases 1 and 2 have been taught in seventh grade math-
ematics. This new concept should not be difficult at this
level. It is suggested that teachers begin with such simple
problems as the following:
Illustration: 3 times what number - 18?
3 times 6 - 18
The missing factor is 6.
l\. times what number - 20?
Ij. times 5 - 20
The missing factor is 5«
After these types are thoroughly understood, they
may be followed by such problems as the following:
Illustration: If 23% of a number is 12, what is the
number?
2$% of ? is 12 Second solution:
•25 x _?_ is 12 2$% - 1/1}.
12 -2- .25 - ? 12
-J- 1/L
ii.8 12 x k - hB
.25)12.00 ~ 25)1200
100 Check: lA x h& - 12
200
200 12 - 12
Hence, the number is 1}.8.

At this time it is advisable to have pupils work
with the three percentage formulas:
Case 1: P br
Case 2: r
b
2Case 3: b
r
formula 1.
Pupils can discover formulas 2 and 3 from
(7: I(.01-^07) (17: 168-171)
Much practice should be given in the general field
of percentage, including each of the three so-called cases,
until every pupil is certain that he understands thoroughly
how to find the percentage, the rate, and the base. Many
problems are available in Knight, Studebaker, and Tate ! s
Mathematics and Life , Book II, on pages 9& to 118 inclusive.
All teachers should adapt their program to the individual
pupils, that is, enrich it for those who are advanced in math-
ematics and simplify it for those who are below the average.
This adaptation of the scope and depth of any topic in mathe-
matics is a major responsibility of all teachers. In order
to achieve success, slower pupils will need to make greater
use of real situations within their recent experiences.
(7: 35M-23) (29: 265-277)

The Study of Plane Figures :
Early in the school year, an inventory of the
classroom reveals many rectangles, the commonest of all plane
figures. The pupils will be able to observe the slate black-
boards, the panes of window glass, the window shades, the wall
panels, the sections of the walls between the molding and the
blackboards, the individual boards in the floor, the pages in
their mathematics books, and the flag, - all rectangular in
shape. However, when they are asked how much the area of the
front board is, the majority of the class do not know just
what is meant. The dictionary reveals that area means "extent;
range; scope; region; or, in geometry, the amount of surface
of a plane or solid figure. n
After further discussion, they may be given a
sheet of 6" x 9" arithmetic paper together with a sheet of
squared paper ruled off into one- inch squares. By placing the
arithmetic paper on top of the squared paper and holding it
up to the light, the pupils will readily see that the area or
surface of a rectangular sheet of paper is either 6 times 9
square inches, or 9 times 6 square inches, or $1$. square inches.
Since the class already know the meaning of one square inch,
they can understand that one sheet of their arithmetic paper
is times as large as a one- inch square. Some of the pupils
will say that he can find the area of a rectangle by multiply-
ing the number of square units in the length by the width.

For the slower-learning members of the class who may need
further explanations on area, they should be allowed to place
their sheet of 6" x 9" arithmetic paper on top of the squared
paper again and divide it into one- inch squares* This may be
done several times with rectangular sheets of paper of differ-
ent sizes.
As soon as this concept of area is clearly under-
stood and the members of the various classes have had some
experience in determining areas of other size rectangles,
including the original question about the area of the front
blackboard, they should be asked to draw a diagonal on their
sheet of 6" x 9" paper and then tear the sheet along the diag-
onal line, separating it into two 3-sided figures. They
should next place each of these figures on top of their sheet
of squared paper and find that each of them contains 27 square
inches of area, or exactly one half of the original sheet.
They are by this time ready to understand how the new formula
for finding the area of a triangle is evolved (A - l/2 bh)
.
Other plane figures should next be introduced.
Much practice should be given in the highest divisions of the
class until they are able to use the correct formulas and work
out the correct solutions. It is expected that the following
formulas will be worked out in this manner:
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rerimeoer oi a rect;ang±e . p
—
d.\D f U.J
2. Area of a square : AA
—
„2 / „ v „
\
3 \3 X S )
3. Area of a rectangle : A
—
bh
I,4- Perimeter of a square : p —
~
5. Circuniference of a circle:
nO a, or <i r
6. Area of a circle : A
—
irr2 (-rr x r x r )
7. Area of a triangle : A 1/2 bh
8. Perimeter of a triangle : P a / b / c (3 sides)
9.
10.
Area of a trapezoid :
Area of irregular
A 1/2 h(a / b) or
l/2 (a / b)h
polygons : Divide the original
figure into smaller plane
figures; determine areas
of small figures; find
sum of individual areas.
The Area of a Trapezoid:
Pupils may derive the formula for the area of a
trapezoid, A - l/2h(a / b), in this manner: Two trapezoids,
congruent and similarly lettered, should be placed side by
side, one in an inverted position. The area of the parallelo-
gram thus formed is h(a / b). The area of one trapezoid,
which is half the area of the parallelogram, must then be
l/2h(a / b). Therefore, the formula is A - l/2h(a / b).
(7: 570-571)
A B
A
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The Area of a Square :
Since a square is a rectangle of equal sides, its
area is the product of two equal factors. If its area is "A"
and its side "s", then the formula becomes A - s^. Actual
squares should be drawn to illustrate this. Pupils will under-
stand this formula as clearly as that of the rectangle. The
perimeter of the square will also be as easy to understand
since it means four times the length of one side, or A - lj.s.
(20: 527, 619)
The Area of a Circle :
Through some type of experiment pupils should
learn the formula for finding the area of a circle. They may
cut a ten- inch square from graph paper and inscribe a circle
in it. They will note that the diameter and the side of the
square are the same length and that the radius of the circle
is five inches; therefore, a square drawn on the radius will
contain 25 square inches, Next, the pupils should compare
the number of square inches in the circle with the number of
square inches in the square drawn on the radius and discover
that the area of the circle is between three and four times
the area of the square drawn on the radius. This comparison
should lead to the understanding of the formula, A - ""r^.
They already know that "pi" is 3.ll|.l6, the ratio of the circum-
ference of any circle to its diameter.
(20: 530-531)
<3
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Ratio :
For most of the divisions, a review of ratio or
relationship will be necessary. Every day pupils deal with
the quantitative relationships of number. They are familiar
with many situations in which one quantity depends on another
for its value. For instance, they know that earnings depend
upon the number of hours of work; that the interest received
depends upon the rate, the time, and the principal; that the
cost of sending a package in the mail depends upon the weight
of the package; that the amount of gasoline used depends upon
the number of miles traveled; and that the cost of a bag of
flour depends upon the number of pounds in its weight. They
should form the habit of looking for and recognizing relation-
ships before making correct conclusions. After they have been
led to think in terms of relationships, there are various ways
of expressing these relationships. A table may be prepared
to show in discussing circles that the circumference changes
whenever the diameter changes:
If d - 1 or 2 or 3 or l\. or 10
Then
C - 3.34 6.28 9.^2 12.56 314
The writer believes that making such tables is a
valuable activity.

Again, graphs may be used to show relationships
between numbers that change together, (This practice is again
carried on in ninth grade mathematics classes in the North-
bridge schools). Graphs help retain a mental picture of facts.
Although the ability to construct and interpret bar and line
graphs was established in the seventh grade, they may be
introduced again at this time. In an hourly temperature graph,
the pupils should be able to tell when it was warmest, when it
was coldest, or when the temperature changed most or least.
From this point it should be shown that formulas state a rela-
tionship between numbers that change together. Since letters
stand for numbers in a formula, then a formula may be called
an abbreviated rule. In the specific formulas, C - "^d,
C - 2'TTr, or D (3, the formulas show the relationships
that exist in the circle.
(20: 316, 530-531)
Informal Geometry :
An extension of the informal geometry begun in the
seventh grade should be carried on. Special attention should
be given to the angle, such as naming and measuring with a
protractor, and showing their value in respect to naval and
aerial navigation, in the making of maps, and in locating
places on the earth.
A lesson in the study of angles that almost always
proves interesting and helpful to classes is the use of the

clock face to determine size and kind. Most classes know and
can recognize acute, right, obtuse, straight, and reflex
angles. With this knowledge, they are ready to measure them
in degrees.
Set the hands of the clock at either three or
nine o'clock. They immediately recognize a tyO-degree, or
right angle. Question them about the divisions of the dial
into hours and minutes and very readily they see that they
can tell the size of the angle when the hands are set at one
o'clock, two o'clock, four o'clock, or any hour. (If the
circle contains 360 degrees, there must be 30 degrees between
each five-minute division on the clock face). As soon as this
fact is clearly understood, set the dial at 2:30 o'clock, or
any other half-hour. Invariably, a few pupils will almost
immediately be able to figure exactly the number of degrees
by recognizing that there are 15> degrees to be added to the
number previously learned at the even hours.
After each group is able to figure sizes of angles
when the dial is set at either hours or half-hours, change to
quarter or three-quarter hours, This plan may be carried on
daily for a few minutes of each period until the majority of
the groups have been able to determine the number of degrees
when the hands are set at any angle, at five minute intervals,
on the clock face. Although this device may be criticized for
providing too much "mental discipline", it is excellent as a
motivating factor for the study of angles.

A study of the use and value of the triangle
should be made and explanations made of its use in building,
architecture, design, and indirect measurement. Similar and
congruent triangles should be drawn, defined, and their use
shown in measuring heights and distances that could not other-
wise be measured. Congruence, symmetry, and similarity should
be studied for appreciation of their use in the modern world.
A few slides on architecture might be shown, or a display of
pictures showing geometric forms used in the home, in designs,
and in buildings, bridges, or other engineering projects. A
careful discussion of such pictures helps pupils understand
the meaning of geometry and its importance today.
(7: 580-592)
A Study of Angles ;
The architect and the engineer have been able
to work skillfully and accurately because of a thorough know-
ledge of angles. The pupils have had limited experience up
until this time with drawing and measuring angles. In order
to develop added skill with ruler, protractor, and compasses,
pupils should learn to:
1. Draw and name right, acute, and obtuse angles.
2. Draw and measure angles of various sizes: 90, hS>
60, 75, 120, and 150 degrees.
3* Understand angles of depression and elevation.
Draw a line parallel to a given line.
««
5. Draw line AB. With a protractor draw a line perpen-
dicular to AB at a point C on the line,
6. With a protractor find l/2, l/3, or l/\ of a given
line.
7. Bisect an angle.
8. Bisect a line.
9. Construct a right angle.
10. Construct a 60-degree angle.
11. Draw similar and congruent figures.
12. Construct a perpendicular to a given line at a point
on the line.
13. Construct a perpendicular to a given line from a
point outside the line.
Knowing these fundamental constructions will
enable pupils to draw rectangles, squares, hexagons, pentagons,
and octagons accurately and skillfully. Use may be made of
these figures to make interesting, creative designs for a
border in the room, a stained-glass window, or booklet covers.
(7: 5W-556) (17: 323-339)
A Study of the Triangle :
It has been said that the triangle is a valuable
figure because of its strength and rigidity. It is used by
the engineer and builder in map making, surveying, navigation,
and aviation to determine heights and distances. The strength
of a triangle may be shown by experimenting with frames that
are triangular in shape.
<?
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Pupils should learn to classify triangles according
to their sides as equilateral (all sides equal), isosceles
(two sides equal), or scalene (no two sides equal); or, accord-
ing to their angles, as right, acute, or obtuse. They should
become acquainted with the terras base and vertex and make use
of these terms in their class conversation. They should also
remember from the seventh grade that the sum of the angles of
any triangle is 180 degrees. This may be reviewed and experi-
mented on with all classes by actual measurement with a pro-
tractor.
Such modern series of mathematics as Brueckner and
Grossnickle 's Mathematics We Use, published by John C. Winston
Company; Knight, Studebaker, and Tate T s Mathematics and Life,
published by Scott, Foresman and Company; and Patton and Young f s
New Standard General Mathematics
,
published by Iroquois Publish-
ing Company, furnish excellent practice material that is inval-
uable for all teachers who are working on the triangle. There
is a vast amount of material furnished for any class regardless
of its ability.
(6: lj.O-lt.3) (13: k2-kk, 312-319, 327-333) (20: 592-599)
Time Zones :
As trade, traveling, and communication increased
and brought distant places into closer relation, it became
necessary to divide the surface of the earth, by international
agreement, into so-called time zones, each theoretically
I1
fifteen degrees in width. By this plan, the time, which is
called Standard Time, is the same within each zone, and the
time in adjacent zones differs by one hour. Because of polit-
ical boundaries and locations of large centers of population,
it has been necessary to modify these zones slightly. Roughly
speaking, Eastern Standard Time is the time on the meridian of
75 degrees, while Central Standard Time is the time on the
meridian of 90 degrees; also, Mountain Standard Time, on 105
degrees; and Pacific Standard Time, on 120 degrees. Most text-
books furnish illustrations which show exactly where the divi-
sions are made, so it is not difficult to determine the time in
any part of the world. With the universal use of radio today,
pupils are more aware of these differences in time than were
pupils a quarter of a century ago.
With the use of a globe, teachers can develop an
understanding of time zones through an explanation such as this:
The earth makes one complete turn upon its axis
(360 degrees) every twenty-four hours. During each hour of the
twenty-four the earth turns through fifteen degrees of longi-
tude. Therefore, the difference in time between two cities
fifteen degrees apart in longitude is one hour. (Divide 3&0
degrees by 2i{. and the quotient is 15 degrees).
Pupils should further know that the prime meridian
is an imaginary circle which passes through both poles of the
earth and through Greenwich (near London), England; that the
greatest longitude a place can have is 180 degrees east or west
1V
of the prime meridian; that the International Date Line is 180
degrees east or west; and that the longitude of any place on
the earth is its distance east or west of the prime meridian
measured in degrees.
This becomes an interesting activity for all
classes when such questions as these are raised:
1* How many hours does the earth require to make one
complete rotation?
2. Through how many degrees will the earth turn in four
hours?
3. What would be the difference in time of two places
that are separated by i]_5 degrees?
[j.. There is an 8 a.m. broadcast in Boston that originates
in London. What time is it in London?
5. When we are listening to the football game on New
Y ear's Day from the Rose Bowl in California, it is
usually dark in New England before the end of the
game. How can the game be continued there?
6. If a friend in Denver, Colorado plans to telephone to
you at noon (Denver time), what time should you be on
hand for the call?
7. Should you set your watch forward or backward when you
travel from east to west?
8. If the time is 12 noon in London, what is the time on
the 180-degree meridian?
9« If London is on the 0- degree meridian and New York is
near the 75- degree meridian, what is the difference in
time between the two cities?
10. If the earth is a sphere, how many degrees are there
around it in any direction?
(6: 238-2L2) (7: 701-705) (13: 366-387) (17: 271-273)
f
Scale Drawing :
Scale drawing is widely used in the world today.
Pupils have seen working models of a variety of things, such
as houses, machines, airplanes, and boats made to scale* They
have undoubtedly seen many house plans in the newspapers and
magazines. A thorough knowledge of scale drawing depends upon
their ability to understand ratio, Using ratio in similar
triangles and extending it into a proportion leads gradually
to a valuable method of solving problems. Indirect measurement
becomes a fascinating new topic for the eighth grade pupil.
Its use to the surveyor, the astronomer, the map-maker, the
navigator, or the aviator should be mentioned.
The wise and alert teacher should have ready a
display of house plans, blueprints, pictures, and maps to
motivate the work in scale drawing. Prom the discussion that
follows such illustrative material pupils should learn that a
scale drawing shows the exact shape of the original object;
that a definite relationship exists between the size of the
model and the original object; and that this relationship is
expressed as a ratio. For instance, if the scale used is one
inch to one foot, then the ratio is 1 to 12, or 1/12. Pupils
should bring in road maps, blueprints, and scale drawings of
articles made in the industrial arts shops to interpret.
Pupils should, under the guidance of the teacher,
make a few drawings, such as a floor plan of a room, using one
t
or more different scales.
The following illustration may be of use to help
the inexperienced teacher:
"We are going to make a scale drawing of Jane ! s
living room which is llj. feet wide and 26 feet long. Since a
common scale for floor plans is l/I}. inch to 1 foot, we will
use this scale. How long a line, on paper, will represent the
width, llj. feet? How long a line will represent the length of
the room, 26 feet? Mark the directions, north, south, east,
west, on your drawing. The drawing will be 6J- inches x 3i in-
ches. Make a double window 6 feet wide in the center of the
east wall. Make a door 3 feet wide on the south wall, 2 feet
from the east wall. Make a 6-foot double door in the center of
the west wall.- Make a 5-foot fireplace in the center of the
north wall."
Pupils may also make a floor plan of the classroom
or of a room at their home for which they have brought the
correct measurements. Excellent practice is provided in making
correct measurements of a room, deciding upon a satisfactory
scale, and perhaps including a few architectural features, such
as doors and windows.
(6: 255) (7: 502-505) (13: 32-35)
Graphs:
Straight-line graphs are constructed according to
the principles of scale drawing and they are usually appealing
to the eighth grade pupil. Practice should be given in reading
and preparing bar graphs, with one or two variables (7: 505-513
)
1. Curriculum Bulletin Number 200, Cincinnati Public
Schools, 19^7, p. 231.
([
Interpreting and constructing pictographs, compo-
nent bar graphs, line graphs, and circle graphs, since they
are all used often today in newspapers and magazines, should
have a definite place in the mathematics program. The circle
graph will discussed and illustrated in a later topic, Budgets .
(17: 37k--¥k)
Ratio and Proportion ^
Prom the work carried on in scale drawing the
pupils have gained much information about ratio. They have
learned that it is a means of comparing one thing with another.
For example, if one child in the class is 12 years old and his
father is 36 years old, it is understood that the pupil is 1/3
as old as the father; also, that the father is 3 times as old
as the pupil.
After this concept is reviewed, the new idea of
proportion should be introduced. It must be made clear that a
proportion is an equality of ratios . Such an example as the
following is the usual type that is first presented:
A boy 5 feet tall casts a shadow 10 feet long. At
the same time of day a tree casts a shadow 30 feet long. What
is the height of the tree?
Solution : In preparation for its solution the
pupils must be shown that two similar triangles are represented
here, similar triangles being ones that have the same shape.
The corresponding sides of these triangles are in the same
ratio, and an equation of the two equal ratios, or proportion,
can be made.
Since they need to find the height of the tree,
let !,h" represent its height. The height of the boy is 5 feet;

therefore, the ratio of the height of the tree to the height of
the boy is expressed by the ratio "h" to 5» or h/5. Next, the
ratio of the length of the shadow of the tree to the length of
the shadow of the boy is expressed by the ratio 30 to 10, or
30/10. Since a proportion is an equality of ratios, the pro-
portion should be expressed as: h is to $ as 30 is to 10. Or,
in a shorter way, h : 5 *» 30 : 10. More textbooks today
express the ratios fractionally in this manner:
h - 30
5" 10
By multiplying both members of the proportion by
the common denominator 10, we have:
h x 10 - 30 x 10
F 10
2h - 30
h - 15
Therefore, the height of the tree is 15 feet.
Using similar triangles to determine distances
that could not easily be determined in any other way is known
as indirect measurement. Pupils are usually interested in
solving problems by this method. It is generally helpful to
take some pupils out-of-doors, with the permission of the
administrator, to make several measurements. They may want to
find the height of the flagpole, a tree, building, or other
tall object in this manner. Frequently, field trips have been
arranged for carrying on such measuring experiences.
Although the concept of proportion has been intro-
duced through the study of similar triangles, there are many
other uses of proportion. For this reason pupils ought to know
that a proportion is a statement of the equality of two ratios;
I
that a proportion may be read "15 is to 5 as 30 is to 10"; and
that a proportion may be expressed either as 15 : 5 - 3° : 10,
or 15/5 - 30/10.
(6: 252-25l|J (13: 281-285) (13: 312-319, 327-333)
Mathematic s Used in Bus iness :
After percentage has been studied in the eighth
grade, pupils have become acquainted with a few important busi-
ness practices. In addition to these, they should become famil
iar with some of the many services rendered by a bank to an
individual and to a community. A visit to a local bank is an
excellent way to arouse interest after the pupils have been
introduced to this topic. If classes are too large to be
accommodated at the bank, or if the bank officials are too busy
to render this service, it may be possible to arrange for a
prominent banker to visit the classes or speak to them at an
assembly.
After such a visit, pupils will have materials that
they may have on display, such as forms for checks, deposit
slips, passbooks, and much information for reports on how busi-
ness is conducted in a bank, and how money is taken care of in
the vaults.
Pupils should know about the following services
that a bank renders to the general public:
1» The modern bank provides for the safekeeping, the
exchanging, and the lending of money.

2. Banks pay interest on the money left in a savings
account to encourage systematic saving.
3. Many banks provide special accounts for saving money
for Christmas, vacations, and other purposes,
Ij.. Banks furnish information about money matters and
handle the financial affairs of persons who are trav-
eling, who are ill, or who have died.
Some banks have real-estate departments that buy and
sell property for their customers,
6. One of the most useful services that banks offer their
customers is the checking account.
7. Individuals or businesses who have money in checking
accounts may pay it out by writing checks, which are
used to pay their expenses.
8« Many banks provide safe-deposit boxes that may be
rented to customers for the purpose of keeping their
important papers and valuable articles in a safe place.
9. Bank accounts are insured against loss if a bank
should fail.
10, Banks are regularly inspected by state and federal
bank examiners for the further protection of deposi-
tors.
11 • Banks are business institutions that require the need
for accurate mathematics.
12, Banks lend money to its patrons for a stipulated rate
of interest,
13. Borrowing money from a bank is often a sound business
practice,
ll|.. When borrowing money from a bank, an individual may
need to give security in the form of a mortgage, or
some kind of collateral.
15. When borrowing money from a bank, a person will need
to sign a promissory note.
16. The rate of interest charged always means for one year.
17. Banks will lend money for terms shorter than one year.
I
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18. Schools often have savings or checking accounts with
local banks.
19. Banks invest money left in individuals 1 accounts and
therefore are able to pay interest to their depositors.
20. Banks need to make money on their investments in order
to carry on their operations in a businesslike way.
Further topics that need to be considered in the
matter of Mathematics Used in Business is that of computing
interest. Meaning must be given to such terms as principal,
rate, time, and amount. The actual work in Interest should
be extended to include:
1. Computing interest for a period of days.
2. Finding the exact number of days between dates.
(6: 119)
3. Computing interest for a period of months less than
one year.
Ij., Simple interest computed on a yearly basis of 360 days.
5. The importance and use of an interest table.
6. Computing interest by means of the formula, I prt.
7» Computing interest by means of the 6% method for
shorts periods of time.
8. Interest graphs. (13: 162-163)
9» Compound interest as compared with simple interest.
(13: l60-l6l)
(6: 105-108) (7: 381-388) (13: 155-161}.)
Although an exhaustive study of promissory notes is
not recommended for eighth grade study, pupils' knowledge of
them should include:
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1* The form of a promissory note.
(6: 115, 342) (13: 165-171)
2. Meanings of such terms as face of note, maker, payee,
date of maturity.
(13: 165, 171)
3. Bank discount or interest collected in advance by a
bank or individual on money borrowed.
(13: 172-17W (6: 116-117)
A brief discussion of travelers' checks, places at
which they may be purchased, and their value to the traveler
-
or tourist, should be included in classroom discussions,
(6: 118)
The Right Triangle ;
The right triangle, the most useful of all trian-
gles, is used widely by the engineer, the builder, the mechanic,
the aviator, and the astronomer. The use of the Rule of Pythag-
oras should be studied and thoroughly understood. As an ap-
proach to this study, a teacher should present such problems
as the one which follows:
What distance is saved by cutting diagonally across
a rectangular lot l\0 feet long and 30 feet wide instead of go-
ing around the length and width of a rectangle?
By making a careful and accurate drawing to scale
the pupils discover that:
1« The rectangle is cut exactly into two equal parts by
means of the diagonal.
2. The length of the diagonal is the same as the length
of the side of the triangle which is opposite the

right angle (hypotenuse).
In order to show how to find the length of the
hypotenuse of any right triangle, pupils should (l) draw a
right triangle using three and four units of length for the
two sides forming the right angle and five units of length for
the hypotenuse; (2) draw a square on each of the three sides
of the triangle; and (3) figure the area of each of these
squares, which will be 9> l6, and 25 square units respectively,
(6: 261-262) (13: 33^335, 337-3^)
In all right triangles the square of the hypotenuse
will always equal the sum of the squares of the other two sides.
(7: ij.39, 557 9 581, 6o8-6lij.). The formula generally used for
this rule is c2 - a2 / b2 , c representing the hypotenuse,
and a and b, the other two sides. This is known as the hypot-
enuse rule, or the Rule of Pythagoras, since it was discovered
by the Greek mathematician Pythagoras.
Nov/ that this information has been learned, the
classes are ready to find the length of the diagonal in the
rectangle, 30 feet by I4.O feet. The solution will be:
c
2
^ a
2 / b2 c - the hypotenuse
c
2
- 302 / I4.O2 a - 30 ft.
c
2
- 900 / 1600 b - kO ft.
c
2
- 2500
c
- 50 (The length of the diagonal is 50 feet)
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At this point an explanation of the meaning of
squares and square root will be necessary.
The square of 3 is 9 (3 x 3), or 3
2
- 9
The square of Ij. is l6 (Ij. x 1|J, or I}. - l6
p
The square of 5 is 25 (5 x 5), or 5 - 2£
The square root of 9 is 3 (3x3 - 9)
The square root of l6 is If (lj. x 1± - l6)
The square root of 25 is 5 (5x5 - 25)
The symbol for square root should be learned and
pupils should have practice in reading a table of squares and
square roots,
(6: 262-269) (7: 599-617) (13: 336-3l-!-2)
There are currently being used two or more methods
of finding the square root of any number, the simplest method
being that of using a table of squares and square roots, which
all modern textbooks include. A second method, without the
use of a table, is by estimating and dividing* For instance,
if the square root of 77h)± is wanted, it is suggested that
pupils estimate what number multiplied by itself will produce
77kh* The square of 80 is 6J4.OO; the square of 90 is 8100.
Therefore, the answer must come between 80 and 90> nearer 90*
Try dividing 87 into llkk* The quotient will be slightly more
than 89. Since the average of 87 and 89 is 88, divide by 88.
By dividing 77kh by 88 the quotient is exactly 88. Therefore,
the square root of 77ljif is 88.

The older method of extracting square root may be
found in nearly all older textbooks. It is fully explained in
Buckingham 1 s Elementary Arithmetic ; Its Meaning and Practice
(I9lj.7 edition) on page 6o£.
The uses for square root are located in such prob-
lems as the following:
1. To find the distance from home plate to second base
on a baseball diamond*
2. To find the length of the longest line that can be
drawn on a rectangular sheet of paper,
3. To find the length of the longest umbrella that can
be packed into a suitcase of given dimensions.
To find the length of a wire needed to reach from the
top of a pole to a point on the ground a given dis-
tance from the foot of the pole.
5. To find the length of rafters needed for the gable of
a house with the height of the gable and the span
given.
(6: 260-270) (7: 599-617) (13: 331^3^)
Teaching Security through Savings and Insurance :
Although much of the computation involved in savings
and securities is much too difficult for eighth grade mathemat-
ics, it is still important that emphasis be placed on the devel-
opment of an understanding of this topic. An appreciation of
the ability to handle money wisely and the value of saving money
systematically should be emphasized. Regular banking habits
should be encouraged, calling attention to the fact that the
amount to be saved depends upon one's earnings and his expenses.

The Savings Bank ;
Pupils should be encouraged to form the habit of
saving money regularly and to place their savings in a bank
where it will earn interest. A visit to the bank by the vari-
ous classes, or by a committee selected by the classes, will
always create interest and enthusiasm. Often it will be possi-
ble to have a bank representative visit the classes if a trip
to the bank is not convenient. Pupils should learn some of
the practices employed by the bank, how it computes interest
by means of an interest table, the concept of compound inter-
est, some of the many detailed operations required of bank
employees, and how deposits are invested and safeguarded.
Stocks and Bonds :
It should be emphasized that government bonds are
a safe investment for all people to make and that they may be
purchased in various denominations to suit individual needs
from $18*75 to $750.00. In addition to this, pupils should
know that corporations issue bonds whenever they need to borrow
money. Since the general topic of stocks is too complicated
for most eighth grade pupils to understand, it is well to teach
that stocks do not guarantee an annual income and therefore are
not as wise an investment as bonds. However, they should learn
the meaning of such terms as capital stock, shares, stockholder,
par value, market value, and stock certificates. (13: 196-203)

Insurance :
It may be emphasized that buying insurance is buy-
ing protection for one's home, one* 3 life, one's automobile,
or one's personal effects. A thorough knowledge of life insur-
ance is rather complicated for eighth grade pupils, yet it
should be known that there are several types of insurance that
may be purchased, namely: accident insurance, health and
hospitalization insurance, fire insurance, theft insurance,
various kinds of automobile insurance (fire, theft, collision,
property damage, and personal liability, the latter type being
the kind that is compulsory in Massachusetts), and life insur-
ance which provides protection for old age disability and pro-
tection for one's dependents in case of death.
(6: 155-169) (13: 20^-210, 216-226)
Teaching Volume of Solid Figures :
Work with solid figures should be limited to the
volume of rectangular prisms, cubes, cylinders, pyramids, cones,
and spheres* However, the meaning of triangular prism and hex-
agonal prism should be known although it is not generally recom-
mended that a detailed study of them be made.
Examples of various types of prisms are easily
found. For example, a brick, or a package of arithmetic paper,
are rectangular prisms. Many pencils are hexagonal prisms.
Pupils should realize that many so-called "ice cubes" are not

always cubical in shape. They are rectangular prisms unless
all three dimensions are equal.
By using heavy paper and gummed tape, pupils ought
to be encouraged to make their own prisms and cubes. They
should note that rectangular prisms have two equal bases and
two pairs of equal faces. It is easy for pupils to see that
the lateral area is equal to the sum of the four faces and the
total area is equal to the sum of the lateral area and the
areas of the two bases. If the models with which they are
working are unfolded, it becomes apparent that each of the
faces is a rectangle; hence, the name rectangular prism. The
concept of volume may be gained through the use of models made
in cubic- inch and cubic-foot sizes.
As a visual aid, there should be available a box
and a sufficient number of inch cubes to fill it exactly.
Pupils can see that the number of inch cubes in the first layer
is equal to the number of square inches in the area of the bot-
tom of the box and that the number of layers is the same as the
number of inches in the height of the box. Consequently, the
total number of cubes is the product of the number of inches in
the length, width, and height. The volume of a solid figure
can then be visualized as the number of cubic units which it
contains. If the box is 10 inches long, 6 inches wide, and 1}.
inches high, the number of cubes that will fit into the first
layer will be bO. There will be four layers to completely fill
the box. Therefore, the volume must be 10 x 6 x or ?);0

cubic inches
•
The formula for a rectangular solid (V - lwh) can
be evolved from the above information.
V - lwh
V - 10 x 6 x k
V - 21+0, or 2l\.0 cubic inches.
This formula may be applied in such problems as
the following:
1. At $*1jj0 per cubic foot, find the cost of building a
cement wall 8 inches thick, l\. feet high, and 150
feet long.
2. A wooden beam is 20 feet long, 10 inches wide, and
and 6 inches thick. Find its volume.
3. The excavation for a new community house is 275 feet
long, 175 feet wide, and 20 feet deep. How many cubic
yards of earth were removed?
If.* An aquarium is 7 feet long, 1{_ feet wide, and 6 feet
high. What is the capacity of the tank?
The volume to be found in some of these and similar
problems will lead to the need for review of the size of one
cubic foot and one cubic yard. Teachers should have on hand a
box that measures one cubic foot. At least one layer of 1-inch
cubes should be placed in the bottom of the box. This will be
12 x 12, or "])[)[ cubes. The number of layers needed to fill the
box completely will be 12. Therefore, the number of cubic
inches in the box is 12 times lljij., or 1728. The box, which is
one cubic foot, contains 1728 cubic inches.
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After this concept is well understood, a cubic yard
should be constructed by means of yardsticks, cardboard, wood,
or whatever material is available. This volume should then be
compared with one cubic foot, and it will be found that it will
contain exactly 27 cubic feet* Here is an opportunity for re-
viewing the term ratio. (The ratio of one cubic foot to one
cubic yard is 1 to 27).
(6: 223-228) (7: 618-629) (13: 51-55, 3^-3^9)
Volume of a Cube :
A cube is a rectangular prism all sides of which
are equal. Therefore, the length, width, and height are all
alike. The formula for a rectangular prism, V - LWH, can then
be changed to V - L x L x L, or V - W x W x W, or V - H x H
x H. Usually, however, the letter "e", meaning edge, is sub-
stituted. The formula then becomes V - e x e x e, or it is
usually shortened to V - e^ and is read "e-cube". This means
that "e" is used three times as a factor. The volume of a five-
inch cube becomes V - 5 x 5 x 5» or 125 cubic inches.
(6: 229) (20: 532, Ski, 588, 62)4.)
Volume of a Cylinder :
The almost universal use of foods and other commod-
ities which are sold in cans makes the cylinder a very common
object to practically all pupils. Not only are they acquainted
with cans which they purchase at the store, but they have also

seen smokestacks at the factories, oil tanks at garages, and
even silos at nearby farms, all cylindrical in shape. Pupils
are well acquainted at this time with the process of finding
the volume of rectangular solids. When they are asked how the
volume of a cylinder may be found, some one will generally
mention the fact that the area of the base must first be found
to determine the number of square units in the first layer of
the base and then multiply it by the height to find its capac-
ity. To help those pupils who have difficulty in understanding
this concept, the teacher should explain that the volume of a
cylinder is found by using the formula, V ""r^h. In the
rectangular prism, the formula used was V - lwh. Since the
base of a cylinder is a circle, the formula is changed slight-
ly* 5?- "taking the place of lw. This is done because the area
of a circle is found by using the formula, ""r^, and the area of
a rectangle by multiplying the letters "1" and "w" together.
(6: 232-233) (7: 630) (13: 350-352) (20: 538, 5^0, $k&, 5$k,
589, 619, 621*.)
Most textbooks will provide situations in which the
pupils will need to determine the lateral surface and/or the
entire surface of a cylinder as well as its volume. Since the
distance around a circle is found by multiplying pi (""") times
the diameter, then the lateral surface of a cylinder will be
found by multiplying the circumference of the cylinder times
its height, making the new formula S (surface) - tt^^ rp help
visualize this new concept, it is possible to wrap a sheet of
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paper, rectangular in shape, around a model cylinder. The
width of the paper should be exactly the same as the height of
the cylinder, and the length of the paper exactly the same as
the circumference of the cylinder. Remove the paper from the
cylinder and the pupils will see that the lateral surface of
the cylinder is the same as the surface of a rectangle with the
same dimensions. In the rectangle, the formula is A - 1 x w.
In the cylinder, it is A - x d x h, or ""ah.
(13: 3A-357) (20: 539, A6, 554, 619, 62I4.)
Volume of a Pyramid:
Probably one of the best ways to introduce the
pyramid is for the teacher to have a pyramid and a rectangular
solid having the same base and height. By filling the pyramid
with water or sand and then emptying it into the rectangular
solid, the pupils will see that the volume of a pyramid is just
l/3 as much as the volume of a rectangular solid having the
same dimensions. Since they already know that the volume of a
rectangular solid is found by using the formula V lwh, or
V - Bh, then the new formula for the volume of a pyramid must
be V - 1/3 Bh.
(6: 23^-237) (7: 636-639) (20: 533, &1, 5^2, 5^6, 619, 62ij.)

Volume of a Cone :
The same type of experiment is recommended for the
cone as for the pyramid. This time the teacher should have on
hand at the beginning of the class period a cylinder and a cone,
each having a circle of the same size for a base, and the same
height. By filling the cone with water, or sand, and then
emptying it into the cylinder, the pupils will immediately see
that, as in the case of the pyramid and prism, the volume of a
cone is exactly l/3 the volume of a cylinder having the same
dimensions. The formula, V - 1/3 ^r , now has a real meaning
for the entire class.
(6: 23^-237) (7: 63)4.-6!^) (20: 533, Ao-5lj-l> 62^)
Surface and Volume of a Sphere :
The curved surface of a hemisphere is just twice
its flat surface. The surface of a sphere is equal to four of
its great circles. The simplest experiment that one can use to
prove that this is true is to provide oneself with a small
sphere. Cut it exactly in half, making two hemispheres.
Attach a piece of string to a pin and insert it into the center
of the great circle. Wind the string around the pin until the
great circle is completely covered. If this is carefully done,
the experiment is half completed. Next, wind another piece of
string around the outside surface of the second hemisphere until
this hemisphere is completely covered. After unwinding each

piece of string, the pupils will note that it takes exactly
twice as much string to cover the outside of the hemisphere as
it takes to cover the surface of the great circle. Prom this
experiment, one proves that the entire surface of a sphere (S)
is equal to four times the surface of its great circle. Hence,
the formula, S - Ifrr 9 is evolved.
The volume of a hemisphere may be determined by
using the water, or sand, experiment referred to under the
topic Volume of a Cone , It is found that just twice as much
water or sand is needed to fill a hemisphere as is needed to
fill a cone. Since the volume of a cone is l/3 "^r h, and in
this case, "hH equals "r", the volume of a cone may be said to
be 1/3 ^r2 times r, or V - l/3 ""r3 . Since the volume of a
hemisphere is twice as much as the cone, or V - 2/3 a? 9 the
volume of a complete sphere must be twice as much, or
V
- V3 'r3.
(7: 6^-652) (17: 362-363) (20: A3-51J-6, 589, 62I4.)
Budgets :
Living economically and spending one»s money wisely
is just as important to a happy family and a community as sav-
ing money. Governments, businesses, and schools have budgets
under which they operate, and it is just as essential that
individuals and families have them also. Budgeting means plann-
ed spending of one's income. As the purchasing power of the
dollar changes so must the plan of a budget change.
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In mathematics classes a discussion of budgeting
affords an excellent opportunity to introduce consumer problems.
Model budgets from building and loan associations, banks, de-
partment stores, and even government budgets should be secured
and studied. However, over- emphasis on this topic should not
be made because almost no two groups, or families, have the
same needs or desires. It is well to stress that no budget is
basically sound unless it has been built upon past experiences.
Pupils may make circle graphs to increase their
understanding of budgeting. The following example may be used
as an illustration:
A' family income of |3000 is spent in the following
manner: food; f750; clothing, §375; rent, $600; insurance,
$250; savings, $250; and the remainder for miscellaneous
expenses. Make a circle graph to show the family budget.
1. Pupils should make a table showing the amount of money
spent for each purpose.
2. Find what per cent each amount is of the total income.
3. Find the various per cents (or fractional parts) of
360 degrees to find the number of degrees in each
angle at the center.
I}.. Use a protractor to draw the central angles.
5» Label each part.
6. Select a title for the graph.
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TABLE
t ITEMS
I
• NUMBER OP • PER CENT ' DEGREES
» Food 750 25
'
90 •
' Clothing i 375 t 12 1/2 ' k$ '
' Rent » 6oo » 20 • 72 •
' Insurance « 250 ' 8 1/3 ! 30
» Savings ' 250 ' 8 1/3 ' 30 •
' Miscellaneous i 775 t
.,
25 ?/e ! 93 1
' TOTAL ' 3000 ' 100 ' 360 «
The data listed in the above table may be shovm
in the form of a circle graph and made use of in all classes.
Fo cL_ \
/ pT)i scel|o.neou.s $ 15*o \
/ $ ms-
yjo / 1 x d _'
(6: 81, 18^-185)
(17: 226-227)
(20: ij.38-ij.39, k-93)
A Family Budget

Installment Buying ;
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Since installment buying has become such a custom-
ary practice in American life, it seems advisable to acquaint
eighth grade mathematics classes with some of its advantages
and disadvantages. Along with its advantages go the evils of
over-purchasing and exorbitant interest rates often charged.
Probably few people realize that the interest they must pay for
such practice often is as high as 30 to $0 per cent. Pupils
should see that this is true if they break the total amount
down into monthly payments and figure the interest on that
basis. All pupils should realize just how this exorbitant
rate of interest is figured. The following example should help
teachers in their explanations:
Mr. Brown wants to purchase a new washing machine
for his wife, but he does not have enough cash to pay for' it.
The dealer will sell the washing machine for $120.00 cash, or
for |135»00 on the installment plan with terms of #30.00 down
and $15.00 a month for 7 months. Under these terms, find the
yearly rate of interest on this loan.
Solution ; First, find out how much money Mr. Brown is
really borrowing. The total installment price is $135.00.
Since he pays $30.00 down, the loan for the first month is for
#105.00. The second month he pays $15.00, leaving $90.00 that
he still owes. This amount decreases each month until the bill
is paid in full. The loan for the balance of the time is as
follows:
During first month
During second month
During third month
During fourth month
During fifth month
During sixth month
During seventh month
Total amount
$105.00 for 1 month
90.00 for 1 month
75.00 for 1 month
60.OO for 1 month
45.00 for 1 month
30.00 for 1 month
15.00 for 1 month
$1^0.00 for 1 month
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Since Mr. Brown is going to pay #135.00 for the
washing machine on the installment plan, but he could have
bought it for #120.00 cash, the extra charge of §15.00 ma^ be
considered as interest on a loan. He is actually paying ^15.00
interest on a loan of &lt20.00 for one month. To find the yearly
rate of interest, multiply 12 x $15^0, which equals $180.00.
Actually, Mr. Brown is paying $180.00 interest per year on a
loan of |I^0.00, which is equivalent to Ij2 6/7 per cent.
.1l2 6/7, or k-2. 6/7%
r - £ 1^.20)180.00
b 168
12 00
8 h.0
3 60 - 6
5-20 7
The above solution should cause any prospective
installment plan purchaser to consider very carefully whether
or not it is wise to buy on the installment plan.
(6: 109-111) (17: 228-232) (20: 1^7-502)
Taxation:
Since there is a tax on nearly everything that a
person buys, and because pupils hear their parents discussing
taxes on property and income, this topic is well within the
grasp of most eighth grade pupils. Pupils should know that
they pay a tax on their theatre tickets, their telephone calls,
and many of their luxury items, such as cosmetics and jewelry.
Class discussions should include the purposes for which taxes
are levied, the divisions of the government that exact taxes,
benefits derived from tax money, and the many kinds of taxes.
Pupils might be asked to collect newspaper clippings and pic-
tures for a bulletin board display on this topic, or they may
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wish to make booklets containing information about taxes.
Pupils should develop an understanding that taxes
are levied for the purpose of supporting their federal, state,
and local governments and to provide for the needs of all the
people in some of the follo¥fing ways:
1« Establishment and maintenance of public schools,
2. Protection of public health,
3* Construction and improvement of highways and bridges,
l± 9 Police and fire protection.
5. Maintenance of parks and playgrounds.
6. Support of welfare and relief agencies.
7# Maintenance of government.
Kinds of taxes are (1) federal; (2) state; and (3)
local. Subdivisions into these three kinds are as follows:
1. Federal taxes
a. Customs and tariffs
b. Inheritance and income taxes
c. Taxes on alcoholic beverages
d. Miscellaneous taxes on cigarettes, tobacco, amuse-
ments, cosmetics, furs, telephone and telegraph
messages, and transportation tickets.
2. State taxes
a. Gasoline
b* Sales taxes
c. Savings, stocks and bonds
d. Inheritance taxes
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e« Licenses on automobiles and operators 1 licenses
f. Beauty shop and barber shop taxes
3 # Local taxes
a # Property: personal and real estate
b. Dog taxes, peddlers T licenses, permits for
building houses
c. Poll taxes
Pupils should know that local tax rates are deter-
mined by the amount of money that is voted to be raised at the
local town meetings. This amount divided by the assessed valu-
ation of the town property gives the tax rate, \7hich is usually
expressed as so many dollars on every $1000 worth of property.
Actual computation required of pupils should be kept simple.
They should be able to tell how the tax is figured on individual
tax bills, how discounts and interest are computed, and how lo-
cal tax rates compare with those of other communities. They
should also know that tax rates sometimes are quoted in several
ways, each meaning the same thing: (1) as a per cent; (2) as
cents on the dollar; (3) as mills on the dollar; (if) as dollars
on the hundred; and (5) as dollars on the thousand.
Under the topic Income Taxes it should be stressed
that laws change frequently and that examples in textbooks may
not be up-to-date. A discussion of federal withholding taxes
deducted from salary payments should be considered.
(6: 180-202) (13: 2^-252, 258-265) (17: 252-262) (20: i4.37-Z4.60
)
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Introduction to Algebra:
There was a time when the traditional school pro-
gram provided no algebra beyond work with formulas until after
the arithmetic courses had been completed. Algebra was defi-
nitely a high school subject, as it was thought to be too diff-
icult for pupils of the eighth grade. If algebra is taught by
the so-called drill theory, perhaps it is a difficult subject,
but it is generally conceded today that the easier portions of
algebra are considerably easier than the harder portions of
arithmetic. Algebra furnishes ideas and methods of solving
problems which are functional and useful to the eighth grade
pupils. With these ideas in mind, an introduction to algebra
may well be brought into the eighth grade mathematics program.
The writer believes that three or four weeks may
well be spent on the following brief outline of work:
1. An appreciation of algebra as the "shorthand of
mathematics ."
2. An understanding of the language of algebra through
a. Evaluating simple algebraic expressions
b. Expressing statements by means of letters, signs,
and numbers
3. An understanding of formulas as a mathematical tool
acquired through
a. Writing formulas to express rules
b. Evaluating simple formulas
c. Using simple formulas to solve practical problems.
The ability to solve simple equations.

The following suggestions are recommended for teach-
ing an introduction to algebra during the latter part of the
eighth grade mathematics program:
1. Stress the fact that numerals are symbols that repre-
sent numbers. Explain that "x u
,
"y , or any other
letters may mean "2", "5", or any other number. Both
letters and numbers are symbols that represent
quantity .
2. Point out the fact that changing word statements into
algebraic expressions is very important in understand-
ing the language of algebra.
3. Use a wide variety of statements involving the sum,
difference, product, and quotient of two numbers to
insure a knowledge of the process operations associa-
ted with them. These statements should include such
expressions as increased by , more than , decreased by ,
is greater than , is less than, 3 more than , 2 less
than
,
exceeds , in excess of , twice as much as , four
times as much, etc.
Ij.. Give much meaningful practice in reading and explain-
ing the meaning of such algebraic expressions as:
2x means 2 times x
2 / x means x added to 2
x / 2 means 2 added to x
y - 1 means 1 subtracted from y
w / k. means l\. added to w
xy means x times y
3ab means 3 times a times b
l/2x means l/2 times x
x/2 means x divided by 2
ac/3 means a times c divided by 3
2a / 3a means 3 times a added to 2 times a, or a
sum of 5a

3x / 1}.y / 2z means 3 times x plus If times y plus
2 times z.
5« The following expressions written on the blackboard
will gradually have real meaning to all the pupils
:
x
- 5 and y - 3
x / y - 8
x - y - 2
xy
- 15
x - or 1 2/3
7 3
6, Use letters and figures to write the following:
A number minus k (x -
2 added to a number u / 2)
3 less than a number (x - 3)
6 times a number (6x)
l/2 of a number (i-x) or
2l\. divided by a number (2k)
X
A number multiplied by I4.
7. Point out the fact that since the letters in an alge-
braic expression stand for numbers, every algebraic
expression represents a number,
8. Stress the fact that a mathematical formula is a rule
expressed in symbols* Review the various formulas
already learned.
9. Stress the fact that an equation is an expression of
equality, as 3a ~ 9; £b / 1 etc. Solving an
equation is like solving a mystery. It means finding
that which is unknown, the letter standing for the
unknown quantity.

10, Have pupils solve some equations by inspection. Be
sure to have all answers checked. Have all answers
given in full, as x - 3, not merely 3.
11, Give more difficult equations so that pupils will
recognize the fact that a better method is needed to
solve an equation than by inspection,
12, V/hen illustrating the principles underlying equations,
a pair of old-fashioned scales is helpful. Have the
pupils understand that if the scales are balanced to
begin with, then no matter what is done mathematically
to one side the same thing must be done to the other
side in order to keep a perfect balance.
13* Have pupils solve equations by axioms rather than by
teaching transposition. The following axioms should
be thoroughly understood:
a. If equals are added to equals, the results are
equal,
b. If equals are subtracted from equals, the results
are equal,
c. If equals are multiplied by equals, the results
are equal,
d. If equals are divided by equals, the results are
equal,
ll}.. The following four types of equations should be dis-
cussed and practiced until the four above axioms are
understood:
v / 2 - 8
r - 3 i 5
3v - 12
z - h
3
15, A table such as the one that follows on the next page
should help the slower pupils understand the four
fundamental types of equations.

Equat ion 1
Operation
indicated in
the equation
r Operation to be
' used in solving
' the equation
» What to do
3v - 12 ' Multiply '» Divide
' Divide both
' members by
1 3
v / 2 - 8 t Add 1 Subtract
1 Subtract 2
' from both
' members
v - 3 -5 1 Subtract 1 ' Add
r Add 3 to
» both
• members
..3. 1
Divide ' ' Multiply
» Multiply
' both members
16. Sufficient practice should be given in determining
what operation to use until pupils can make the
following generalizations:
a. Each operation used gets rid of some unnecessary
number.
b. The operation used is the exact opposite of the
operation shown in the illustration table above.
17. Emphasize forms of checking to be sure that the roots
obtained in solving the equations are the correct
roots. For example, the equation, v - 3 - 9> ^7 he
checked in this manner:
(a) Write the equation : v - 3 - 9
(b) Substitute 12 for v : 12 - 3 - 9
(c) Combine : 9-9
18 • Problems used for class work must be kept very simple
but they should include the four basic types of
equat ions
•
19» By the end of three or four weeks of study it is
assumed that a majority of the pupils will be able
to solve and check a variety of types of equations,
such as
:
a« m / 5 - (Subtract 5 from both members)
b. m - 3 - 10 (Add 3 to both members)
c. 3m - 15 (Divide both members by 3)
? r t j
"
i
! ! i i :
? ! I \ 3
r ) i
T i ! ! „ t
? : i ; 1
!
'
"f 7 ! !
1 t I „ „ :
i
- i l ? t
f i r", . i
3 I ? v. t
'
• „ i
7 T f ?
"
" !
T' ' ; !
t . ! ?
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d. m - 8 (Multiply both members by ij.)
e. m / 3 - 6 (Multiply both members by
1J subtract 3 from both members;
divide both members by
f . 5m / 2 - 12 (Subtract 2 from both members;
divide both members by 5)
g. 6m / .06 - lj. # 2 (Subtract .06 from both mem-
bers; divide both members
by 6)
(6: 27^-288) (7: \A) (13: hpb-k20) (17: l|.05-ll-33) (20: 557-570)

CHAPTER V
FURTHER SUGGESTIONS AND TEACHING HELPS
Teachers are in general agreement that mathematics
should be taught meaningfully. However, there seems to be some
disagreement or misunderstanding as to the exact meaning of the
term as it applies to the actual teaching of the subjects Some
may feel that "meaningful mathematics" simply means mathematics
that is socially useful. Repetitive drill, without complete
understanding, cannot possibly contribute in any appreciable
amount to the development of meanings or concepts. Rather,
meaning implies a type of teaching in which an attempt is made
to develop an understanding of number, the number system, the
operations, and the relationships which exist among the process-
es in our number system. It is this understanding and proper
approach to the teaching of mathematics which all teachers must
fully appreciate before the subject can be taught with the
greatest amount of value for all concerned. Learning activities
and experiences should be numerous and varied; they should be
so varied that every pupil is going to achieve the greatest
value for himself and thus better prepare himself for a place
in society.
Traditional courses of study often contained no
provision for differences in the rate of learning of pupils.
Every pupil was expected to learn what was provided at the
same rate. If he did not accomplish this, then he failed the

course. Today, much research has been carried on regarding
general and specific phases of individual differences, with
the result that a number of adjustments have been made, and
are continuing to be made, based on the subject matter con-
cept, A few of these adjustments are:
1, Minimum essentials for all pupils,
2, Differentiated assignments,
3, Two or more levels of achievement beyond the minimum
essentials,
!{.. Various systems of grouping to accommodate pupils of
different levels of ability.
5, Voluntary projects, both individual and group,
carried on in or out of school,
6, Individual progress provided by such means as the
Dalton or Winnetka plan,
7, Some pupils assigned to special part-time groups
for special instruction,
8« Some material postponed until the pupils have reached
such level of maturity as is necessary for them to
profit from the learning involved,
9. Very superior pupils may require programs of study
which include marked enrichment and/or acceleration
of progress.
10, Attention given to recognized talents of pupils,
11, Discussion periods for the purpose of sharing unique
experiences
,
12, Provision for individualized instruction whenever it
may be necessary,
13, Special provision for atypical pupils in special
classes,
llj.. Knowing the pupil thoroughly and then dealing with
him accordingly has become a generally accepted
principle of education.
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Devices That May Be Used in Teaching Pupils How to Analyze and
Solve Problem's:
The prime purpose of arithmetic instruction is to
improve the ability of the student to solve everyday, practi-
cal problems. The ability to solve written problems depends
upon mental ability, reading ability, and ability in the fun-
damental processes. Each teacher should have a semester plan
designed to improve the problem solving ability of every stu-
dent. Such a plan should include the following procedures:
1. Testing, review, and remedial work in those fundamen-
tal processes which are used in the types of problems
under consideration.
2. Instruction in the meaning of the processes and math-
ematical principles involved.
3. Instruction in the meaning of the mathematical
vocabulary involved.
[}.• Written problems and actual problem experiences
should be closely associated with the development
and use of the fundamental processes.
5» Instruction and assistance in reading and interpret-
ing a variety of problems.
6. The following devices are aids in teaching students
how to analyze and solve problems:
a. Practice in stating what information is requested
and what information is given in a problem.
b # Practice in estimating the answers to written
problems .
c. The use of problems with very small numbers when
introducing a new type of problem.
d. The use of problems without numbers, that is,
problems which ask what should be done under
certain conditions.
e. Practice in telling what processes to use and
the order in which to use them.
f. Practice in naming the numerical results at each
step of the solution.
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g. Practice in representing problem solutions by
a diagram.
h. Practice in "making up" problems which are
similar to a given example.
i. Practice in "setting up" problems in good form
with an illustrative problem as a guide.
j. Practice in complete problem analysis consisting
of the following steps:
(1) State what the problem asks.
(2) State what information is given.
(3) Draw a diagnostic sketch of a problem.
(Ij.) Make a mathematical statement ' interpret ing
the conditions of the problem.
(5) Make a quick estimate of the answer.
(6) State what operations are required.
(7) Perform the operations.
(8) Check. Does the answer hold true _
for the conditions of the problem? 1
Note : The writer starts each daily lesson with a
supplementary problem that he writes on the blackboard before
the beginning of the class period. Easy, simple problems are
given at the beginning of the school year and are solved by
each of the four sections of the eighth grade. After the
pupils have gained confidence in their own ability, then long-
er problems requiring more steps are given to the advanced
divisions. This method has had very satisfactory results over
a period of time. Occasionally graphs are made or percentages
figured on correct solutions bet¥/een the boys and the girls.
This device is an excellent motivating factor.
1. From Outline Course of Study, Los Angeles City
Schools, Publication Number lj.29, 19l|.o, p. 8.
f
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Purposes of Evaluation;
Etr. Brownell cites five chief purposes of evalua-
tion:
1. To diagnose class and individual difficulties.
2. To inventory knowledge and abilities.
3. To determine the extent of learning over a limited
period,
[j.. To measure learning over a relatively long period.
5. To obtain rough measures for comparative purposes.
Brownell further states four general classes of
evaluation techniques: (1) paper- and-pencil tests, (2) teacher
observation, (3) individual interviews and conferences with
pupils, and (if.) pupil reports, projects, and the like.
The following analysis of objectives of instruction
of mathematics contains a typical list of specific functions
which may be the basis of a specific evaluation procedure:
1. The computat ional function, which involves the
objectives of developing the ability to
a. Manipulate number processes with reasonable speed
and accuracy
b. Manipulate processes in the solution of verbal
problems
2. William A. Brownell, "The Evaluation of Learning in
Arithmetic," National Council of Teachers of Mathematics,
Arithmetic in General Education , Sixteenth Yearbook, Chapter
X, PP. 233-23^.
(
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c. Check one's work
d, Make estimates and approximations
2. The informat ional function, which includes knowledge
of
a. Essential historical aspects of the development
of number and its applications
b. The current status and practices of such social'
institutions as money, wages, banking, taxation,
insurance, and the like
c. Ways in which number has facilitated measurement
d. Instruments of precision and how to use them
e. The types of information essential to intelligent
consumption, production, and distribution
3« The sociological function, which stresses social
problems and issues, such as
a. The contribution of number to the development of
social cooperation
b. The values and shortcomings of various social
institutions, such as measurement, taxation, and
banking
c. Methods of improving those institutions that are
now being attempted or are possible
d# The sociology of number and its contribution to
the progress of science
!{.• The psychological function, which includes
a. Understanding and appreciation of the structure
of our number system
b. Development of clear quantitative concepts and
meaningful vocabulary
c. Ability and disposition to use quantitative
methods as the basis of precise, accurate,
orderly thinking
d. Ability to arrange simple statistical data in
tabular or graphic form
rr
e. Ability to discover and express relationships
between variables - the functionality concept
f . Ability to read and evaluate factual data present
ed in charts
g. Appreciation to apply quantitative design
h. Disposition to apply quantitative techniques to
the study of the issues and problems of one»s
everyday life
i. Ability to estimate and express the extent to
which error is likely to be present in a partic-
ular set of data
3
j. Ability to use number as a basis of prediction.
Observation and the interview are two extremely
helpful means of diagnosing a pupil's difficulties and in
aiding him to combat them. The classroom teacher must observe
the pupil at his work* Oftentimes it is wise to ask him to
work aloud so that the teacher may determine exactly wherein
his difficulties lie.
3. Leo J. Brueckner, Education Diagnosis , Thirty-fourth
Yearbook of the National Society for the Study of Education,
Public School Publishing Company, Bloomington, Illinois, 1933*
pp. 270-271.
fi
APPENDIX
<
AN INFORMAL OBJECTIVE TYPE TEST III ARITHMETIC
GRADE EIGHT
It is quite generally conceded that many pupils
who enter our junior and senior high schools are deficient
in the fundamentals of arithmetic. Some do not know the
primary facts of addition, subtraction, multiplication, and
division, or even the simplest processes involved in dealing
with fractions and decimals. This fact is borne out by the
results of studies which have been conducted in schools as
well as by data which have been gathered in educational
clinics.
This is a type of test v/hich the writer feels
ought to be given to the Northbridge Junior High School
pupils at the end of the seventh grade, or when they enter
the eighth grade in early September, The purpose of such a
test is to determine for the teacher T s personal benefit just
how to organize the year's materials, just how detailed the
units of work are to be, how much review and reteaching must
be done, how much work must be required of all the pupils,
and how much optional material may be included in the year's
work.
Since the school should guarantee functional com-
petence in mathematics to all who can possibly achieve it,
the ¥/riter is including examples which will cover the four
fundamental processes, fractions, decimals, the three types,

or cases, in computing percentage, simple logical reasoning
in problem solving, and the arithmetic vocabulary that is
necessary for all pupils to master before they can hope to
work for 100 per cent accuracy.
The purpose or function of this test is largely
diagnostic, inasmuch as it is hoped to determine, as a result
of administering it, into which homogeneous group each pupil
will be placed.
After the classes have been assembled, and routine
matters, such as daily attendance, have been taken care of,
tell the pupils that they are going to take an objective type
test in arithmetic.
TO THE PUPILS : "Clear your desks of all books
and papers, and provide yourselves with two pencils and an
eraser. When I pass out the test papers, I shall also pass
out one large sheet of paper that you may use for extra figur-
ing, if necessary.
"This is a test that I am giving you to determine
your ability in arithmetic fundamentals and logical reasoning.
I want to know just how well you are able to remember the
material that you have previously studied. If you are able
to do exceptionally well on this test, I may be able to have
you advanced to another section of the grade. Make very neat,
clear-cut figures. Everyone do his very best work. Are there
any questions before I pass out the test papers?"
(Answer questions, if there are any.
)
Check again to see that everyone is provided with
pencils and an eraser.
Pass out the test papers with the aid of the
pupils who are sitting in the front seats. Call attention to
the data needed on the outside sheet and tell them not to open
the tests until all items have been carefully filled in.

Pupils will fill in the following data:
NAME: GRADE & SECTION:
Last Name First Initial
NAME OP SCHOOL:
TOWN: STATE:
DATE:
Now say to the pupils: "This is a simple and very
carefully prepared test which is divided into five sections.
Notice that there are several kinds of test questions. Some
are true-false statements; some, multiple choice; some, match-
ing; and others will require that you do some very careful
thinking and figuring. When you come to the reasoning prob-
lems, be sure that you make use of the extra sheet of paper
that has been passed out to you along with the tests them-
selves.
"This will require more than one period for you
to complete, but I have made arrangements with the office for
you to stay in this room until you have all completed it.
When the bell rings, stay here in your seats and continue
working.
"You must read all directions carefully as I can
ans7/er no questions after I once say - GO. No?/, open your
papers and read the directions. (Pause while directions are
being read)
"Now are there any further questions before we
begin?"
(Answer questions, if there are any)
"After you finish Section I, go on with all other
sections until you have completed the test.
"READY GO J"
SECTION I * TRUE-FALSE STATEMENTS
Directions, to Pupils : In the blank space provided in the
margin at the left, fill the proper blank with a check mark,
or an "X". If the statement is true, place a check mark or
"X" under the "T". If it is false, place a check mark or "X"
under the "F". WARNING : Only one mark for each statement
.
You will be given ONE SCORE for each part of each SECTION
that you do correctly.
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1. The sum of 12 and 8 is 20.
2. One half of fifteen is seven.
3. The difference between Xl|_ and 6 is 8.
Ij.. The product of 12 and l\. is l6.
5. In the number 2ll{-, the digit Ij. has greatest
value
.
6. Two times five tenths equals ten,
7. If 1/5 of a number is 6, the whole number
is 30.
8. The sum of the angles of a right triangle
is 180 degrees.
9. The base divided by the percentage equals
the rate.
10. Eight times three tenths equals twenty- four.
11. To change a decimal to per cent, move the
decimal point two places to the right and
add the per cent sign {%) .
12. To change a fraction to a decimal, divide
the numerator by the denominator.
13. The cost of doing business is net profit,
llj.. A triangle can never contain 2 right angles.
15* l/2/£ means 1/2 of one per cent.
16. When the hands of a clock are set at five
o'clock, the angle formed contains 135
degrees
.
17. A straight angle is twice as large as a
right angle.
18. If X - 3 is 11, the value of X is 8.
19. 200$ of 12 is 2l>.00.
20. 15 minus l\. l/2 equals 10 l/2.
SCORE on SECTION I:

SECTION II - FILL BLANKS WITH CORRECT WORDS OR FIGURES
(Do your figuring in the space at the right)
1, Twelve plus eight equals
2. 1? minus Ij. equals
3« Thirteen times nine equals
I4.. 56 divided by J4. equals
5« 8 plus 6 plus Ij. plus 1 equals
6. 1000 divided by 8 equals
7. 3/5 plus 2/5 equal
8. 5 divided by I/I4. equals
_
9« 10 divided by l\. equals
10. 2 divided by 2 l/2 equals
11 • IOI4. minus 6 equals
12. 2I4.06 minus $06 equals
13. lij.0 times 10 equals
lif-. ij. 3/lj. divided by 3 equals
___
15. 1 1/2 divided by 1 l/2 equals
16. The product of lij. and
.5 equals
17. The common fraction 3/k- equals per cent.
18. Which is more: 5 inches, or .5 of a foot?
19 • One thousand divided by 2.5 equals
20. 36 times 3/k- equals
21. The ratio of If to 8 equals per cent.
22. 8 is per cent of I4.0.
23. What number is 25 per cent of 600?
2ij.. The decimal
.35 equals what common fraction?
25» Ik- is 20 per cent of what number? .
SCORE ON SECTION II:
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SECTION III - MULTIPLE CHOICE
Place a check mark or an "X" before the answer which
makes the statement correct. WARNING: ONLY ONE MARK
FOR EACH STATEMENT.
1. We use the term quotient in: (a) addition;
(b) subtraction: (cj multiplication;
(d) division,
2. Twelve is the (a) sum; (b) difference;
(c) product; or (dj quotient of 30 and 18
3 # Five per cent of 100 equals (a) 500;
(b) 50; (c) J>\ or (d) .5 .
1l. $5.00 is 20 per cent of (a) $1.00; (b) %Z$\
(c) &2.00; or (d) fcLU.00.
5. $15.00 is what per cent of $20.00? (a)
(b) 3/kfo; (c) 79k or (d) 33 V3#
6. P equals BR is the formula for finding (a) Base;
(b) Percentage; (c) Rate; or (dj
Proceeds.
7. Forty per cent of a class of fifty pupils were boys.
How many girls were in the class? (aj 20;
(b) 30; (C) I4-O; or (d) 50.
8. A. right angle contains (a) 90 degrees;
(b) 180 degrees; (c) I4.5 degrees; or
(d) 75 degrees.
9. A boy f s marks for one week in mathematics were:
Monday, 92; Tuesday, 100; Wednesday, 80; Thursday, 88
and Friday, 96 • His average for the week was:
(a) 92 1/3; (b) 90; (c) 1^6; or
(d) 91 2/3.
10. A rectangle is 2 feet long and 18 inches wide. Its
area contains: (a) 36 square inches;
(b) 36 square feet; (c) if.32 square
inches; or (dj ii-32 square feet.
SCORE ON SECTION III:
•
•
»
>

SECTION IV - MATCHING TEST
Select from COLUMN B the item which matches the item
in COLUMN A. Place the proper letter from COLUMN B in
the space provided in the left margin in front of
COLUMN A.
Record your
answer here COLUMN A
lm An improper fraction
2. 1 yard
3. A mixed number
!{.• A formula
A discount
6. A decimal fraction
?• Interest
8 # A whole number
9« An equation
10. A proper fraction
COLUMN B
A. 1/k
B. A equals lw
C. .08
D. Money paid
for the use
of money
E. IpC - 1 = 19
P. 3 feet
H# An amount
taken off the
regular price
I.
J.
k 1/2
20
SCORE ON SECTION IV:

SECTION V - MIXED FUNDAMENTALS AND LOGICAL REASONING
DIRECTIONS: Read each example very carefully before starting
your computations. Look carefully at each example to see
what you are to do. As soon as you have completed an example,
write the answer in the space provided in the left margin.
WARNING : Do NOT make an error when copying your answer in the
answer column. It will count as an error if you do. Use
your sheet of scrap paper if you need it. It is always wise
to check your work whenever possible.
Answers :
1, i]./5 times 3/10 equals •
2. ,02 equals per cent,
3, 8/l0 equals per cent,
Ip, 30 per cent of §l6.00 equals .
5. Selling price, $200; rate of commission,
find the amount of commission.
6. Marked price, §50.00; rate of discount, 20#;
find the net price.
7. 15 per cent equals how many hundredths?
(There are two possible answers)
8, l/Ij. divided by 3 equals ,
9, Multiply .025 by ,05.
10. ,3 divided by .75 equals .
11. 2.1|. is 3/I1 of
.
12. Write 1.075 as a mixed number.
13. Find the difference between 12.35 and lf.625.
l!}.. Express l/6 as a per cent.
15* l/50 equals how many per cent?
16. ,l6 equals how many twenty-fifths?
17. 37 1/2 per cent of $160 equals .
18. 3 is what per cent of 2lj.?
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19. 11/12 of a number is 121. What is the number
20. What number is 1.03 times .1^.09?
21. The profit on a watch was §.25, or 5 P©*5 cent
of the retail price. Find the retail price
of the watch.
22. The list price of a chair is $15.00. A dis-
count of l6 2/3 per cent is allowed. Find
the net price of the chair.
23. Which dec5.mal fraction below is smallest:
.7 .07 .007 .0007 ?
2k. Is 9/1° more than, equal to, or less than
11/12 ?
25. Which has the larger area, a parallelogram
with a base of 6 feet and a height of 2 feet,
or a triangle with a base of 6 feet and a
height of 2 feet?
26. A can filled with lard weighs l/ij. pounds.
The empty can weighs 2 3/8 pounds. What is
the weight of the lard?
27. A pile of 7/8- inch boards is \\$ l/2 inches
high. How many boards are piled one on top
of the other?
28. A railroad car held 156,500 p0uncjs f coal.
At $1.20 per ton, how much did the railroad
company charge for hauling the coal?
29. A sample of sugar beets contains 15.6 per
cent of sugar. How many pounds of sugar are
there in a load of beets weighing 2lj.00
pounds ?
30. A man bought a lot for $1200 and sold it for
$1500. His gain was what per cent of the
cost?
31. Mr. Robbins borrowed $5760 for 1 year at
interest. How much interest did he have to
pay on the loan?

32.
33
3lU
35.
How much money must be invested at six per
cent interest to earn $1500 in one year?
Mr. Oswald insured his house for $7500,
paying a premium of f.iii}. per $100.00. What
was his yearly premium*?
John is 5 feet 2 inches tall; James is 5 feet
5 inches tall; and Robert is ij. feet 11 inches
tall. What is the average height of the
three boys?
Mr. Walters has a house valued at $10,000
which he insured at 80 per cent of its value.
At $.2lj- per $100.00 what was the annual
premium?
SCORE 011 SECTION V:
SECTION I: POSSIBLE SCORE 20; KY SCORE
SECTION II: POSSIBLE SCORE 25; MY SCORE
SECTION III: POSSIBLE SCORE 10; MY SCORE
SECTION IV: POSSIBLE SCORE 10; MI SCORE
SECTION V: POSSIBLE SCORE 35; MY SCORE
TOTAL POSSIBLE SCORE 100; MY TOTAL SCORE
NOTE: Since this is a long test, it may be given
on two or more consecutive school days. The
writer suggests that Sections I, II, III, and
IV be given at one time, and Section V the
following day.

SCORING KEY FOR OBJECTIVE TYPE TEST IN ARITHMETIC
Each correct answer will be given ONE POINT of credit.
Section I Section II Section III Section IV Section V
T - F
1. X
2.
X
I
7. x
3. X
9.
10.
11. X
12. X
lL.. x
15. x
16.
17. X
18.
19.
20. X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
X
1. 20
2. 13
3. 117
k. Ik.
?• W
6. 125
. 5/5
8. 20
1.
2.
I
7. or 1 7.
8.
9.
10.
9
.
io i W
11. 98
12. 1900
13. l400
lJj.. 1 7/12
l£. 1
16. 7
17. lS%
13. .5 of a foot
19. 5-00
20. 27
21. 50,1
22. 20fo
23. 150
24.. 7/20
25. 70
d
b
c
b
c
b
b
a
d
b
1.
2.
I
7.
8.
9.
10.
Or
P
I
B
H
C
D
J
E
A
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
3k.
35.
1.
2.
6/25
2/
3. 80#
5- ^.80
5. §10.00
#t|J0 . 00
0.15
1/12
.00125
o;l|.
1"3A0
lfc 16 2/3%
15. 2*
A/25
pbO.OO
12 1/2%
132
20. .L.2127
21. S5.00
22. 012.50
23. .0007
2I4.. Less than
Parallelogram
21 7/8 lb.
52
093.90
37W lb.
|3l6.80
$25, 000
$33.00
5 ft. 2 in.
$19.20
6.
7.
8.
9-
10.
11.
12.
16.
17.
18.
19.

Test Questions for the Frequent Review ;
It is the opinion of the writer that frequent,
short tests should be given for review purposes and at the
same time to evaluate one ! s teaching* The following sets of
tests are typical of those types which should be effective
for the general eighth grade class:
Test I
1. Reduce 3 10/8 to simplest form.
2. Change 3A to 20ths.
3. Which is larger: 3/5 or 5/8?
if. 60 is what fractional part of 72?
5# 36 is what per cent of 72?
6. Square 60.
7. Express 83 l/3$ as a proper fraction.
8. Find 7/12 of 8ij..
9. Change 0.06 to a proper fraction.
10. 16 is what per cent of 12?
ll ft_3_is l5/£ of what number?
12. Change 8/3 to a mixed number.
13. Write seven thousandths as a decimal, a fraction,
and a per cent.
3J4.. Express 1.66 2/3 as a mixed number.
15. Divide 8 by 2/3.
lo. Express 3°/£ as a proper fraction.
17. Multiply l/ij. by i^/5.
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18. Round off to nearest thousand: 581,735.
19. Subtract 8.28 from 5^.3.
20. Divide §R by #.06.
21. Change 1 3/8 to a decimal.
22. Add X/i|_ and .87-|-. (Express answer fractionally)
Reduce 63/105 to lowest terms.
& Express 7/25 as a per cent.
2$. 6o-|-/o equals what decimal?
Test II
1. Write in figures: Six hundred four and twelve
hundred-thousandths
•
2. In the number 126, 3^5 > the figure has greatest
value
.
3. Change the following fractions to decimals:
l/8 equals ; l{./5 equals •
Divide 2l6 by 21. (Express answer as a mixed number)
5. In a scale drawing when 1 inch represents l6 feet,
V»/"\W TrTI T Vi 1still "1 /li "l Yl f» T"\ *a Q Y>O ~f-\ T* Q nnf*IJaJW IUU.OII Will J JL/ tj- JLXlOlioo X K5±JX <JOt5llU •
6. When two straight lines form a square corner, they
form a angle.
7. Two lines that form a right angle are
to each other. (Parallel, perpendicular)
8. How much is lp.58 divided by 0.09?
9. A window has 8 panes of glass, each 18 inches by Xl{-
inches. What is the area of each pane?
10. Write the formula for finding the area of a triangle.
li. The circumference of a circle divided by its diameter
equals •
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12. If one side of a square measures 9 inches, what is
its area?
13 « Write the formulas for finding the area of:
(a) Rectangle: ; (b) circle:
llj.. Change the following fractions to per cents:
(a) 3/8 equals ; (b) 1/6 equals .
15. 2i% of \\$0 equals ______ •
16. 1/1$ of 6000 is .
17. 12 is % of 3.
18. The dimensions of a block of arithmetic paper are
as follows: length, 9 inches; width, 6 inches; and
height, I|jr inches. What is its volume?
19. 132 is 6o>* of .
20. 18 is 200$ of
.
21. 7/12 divided by lA equals .
22. Round off .638k to the nearest hundredth and change
the rounded decimal to a per cent.
23. How much is the difference between 3A- of 12 and
3/!$ of 122
2ij.. Dave f s model airplane flew l/8 mile in two minutes.
At that rate how far can it fly in half an hour?
25. At what price must Mr. Crane sell electric washers
that cost him ^ij.0.00 in order to allow 30>a for over-
head and 30/£ for profit, based on the selling price?
Test III
1. Change 9 mi. £00 ft. to feet.
2. Is 81 the square of 9 the square root of 9-
3« If the tax rate is \\h> mills, find the amount of tax
on a piece of property assessed at $3500.
!+. What is the interest on $2000 for l£ months at $%?
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5» Write in figures: nine million nine hundred nine.
6. 2 is )\J$ of .
7. Subtract 19,0909 from 20.001.
8. 3 is 1/1$ of .
9. What is the square root of 21,609?
10, A tree casts a shadow ij.0 feet long. At the same time
a Dole 6 feet long casts a shadow \ feet long. How
tall is tree?
11. Mrs. James found that the kitchen faucet leaked 2
gallons 3i quarts every 2i|. hours. At that rate, how
many gallons of water would be wasted by this leaky
faucet during the month of June?
12 • I4.O/0 of a circle is how many degrees?
13. Divide $5.60 by $.lj.0.
lij.. 10 feet 2 inches minus 9 ffet Ij. inches equals
.
15* $55.00 is what per cent of #.55?
16. Which is larger: .0025 or .005?
17« If Jack's scores on five arithmetic tests are 67, 72,
80, 91> an <3. 85> what is - his average week's score?
18. Find the cost of 2 3/8 lb. of meat at $.I{.8 per pound.
19. Three inches is what per cent of a foot?
20. Find the cost of 6800 pounds of coal at $17.50 per
ton.
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Test IV
1.
2.
3.
*H
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10
.
11.
12.
14.
15.
16.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
Add: 25 1/2, 7 l/5, and 5 3A»
Multiply 12 1/2 by 8 l/2.
Divide 3 2/3 by 1 3/8.
The ratio of 9 to 12 is what per cent?
From April 8 to June 10 is days.
Find the net amount of a bill for $100.00 with
discounts of 20^, 10%, and 5/£.
Subtract li|..52 from 16.
Mr. Whelan received a' commission of $187.50 for sell-
ing a house for $7500. What was his rate of
commission?
At $21 per M, what is the cost of jl^O bricks?
15 is Z$% of what number?
What is the interest on $750 at for 3 months?
A camera listed at $2i|..00 was sold for $20.00.
Find the rate of discount.
Find 125/0 of .8.
12 is % of 36.
is 20^ of 500.
The diameter of any circle equals
radius.
times its
4. is % of 800.
ij..6 times ten is
Multiply 935 by 205.
0.9 is what decimal fraction of 3?
7/8 of a number is 8lj.. What is the number?
II4J4. is how many times 96?

23. A rectangle is 2 feet long and 18 inches wide.
Find its area in square inches.
2ij.« Joan paid $.60 for 3/I1 pound of candy. How much
was this per pound?
25 • 1% of what number is 1|.20?
Test V
Fill blanks with correct words or figures :
1. A right angle contains degrees.
2« The decimal fraction .0l|-5> equals the common
fraction
3. The common fraction 5/8 equals |£«
I4.. 8 yards 2 feet equals feet.
5. At $#30 per pound, 7 pounds 8 ounces of meat will
cost •
6. In which of these numbers does the figure 2 have
greatest value: 3k. 21; 21J43; 12.3^-J 32 # 3h-?
7. Which is larger: 1 inch or 0.1 of a foot?
3. 36 divided by 3/1). equals .
9. The product of ll}- and 0.06 is
.
10. One thousand divided by two and five tenths equals
Test VI
TRUE-FALSE STATEMENTS. (If the statement is true, place a
"T" in the blank; if false, place an r!P n in blank)
1. To change a decimal to a per cent, move the decimal
point two places to the right and add a per cent
sign.
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2. To change a fraction to a decimal, divide the
numerator by the denominator.
3. The cost of doing business is known as net profit.
A triangle can never contain two right angles.
5« The sum of the angles of a triangle is 360 degrees.
6. All parallelograms are rectangles.
7. l/2^ means l/2 of one per cent (1$).
8. When the hands of a clock are set at five o'clock,
the angle formed contains 135 degrees.
9. A straight angle is twice as large as a right angle.
10. If hX - 3 equals 21, the value of X is 6.
11. Selling price plus margin equals cost.
12. There are 28 one-half inch slices in a lli-inch loaf.
13. 1/2 of 1/3 is smaller than l/2 of 1/V
lk. 9 inches is 3/l|$ of a foot.
15. .09I4.6 divided by two equals .Olj.73.
16. In the number the figure 6 has greatest value.
17. In subtraction the answer is known as the difference.
18. The product of 8 and 9 is 17.
19. In the equation X - 9 - 2ij., the value of X is 33.
20. 5/8 of 120 is 75.
21. Margin plus cost equals selling price.
22. 7/8 divided by L equals 3J.
23. .3333 is larger than .333.
2I4.. Five minus three tenths equals 5.3.
25. .2057 rounded off to the nearest hundredth is 0.21.

THE MATHEMATICS CLASSROOM
"The appropriate furnishing and equipping
of a mathematics classroom is receiving
more attention than formerly, many teach-
ers not being contented with four walls
and a blackboard. The movement is partly
a manifestation of the general wish to
remove barrenness from schoolrooms and
make them congenial places whose good cheer
invites study and reflection. But it is
also thought that proper equipment aids
instruction, if indeed it is not essential
for the type of teaching that has been made
necessary by the present clientele of the
-j
schools.
The writer believes that a balanced point of view
should be maintained when selecting an adequate supply of
equipment for the junior high school mathematics classroom.
Every classroom, whether it is to be used for mathematics,
English, social studies, science, or foreign language, should
be supplied with a bulletin board large enough to display the
usual classroom work, as well as charts, tables, graphs, and
all other outside activities which arouse interest and stimu-
late study. It is suggested that one entire wall space be
reserved for such a display. In old buildings that have slate
blackboards around three sides of the room, the writer feels
that it is advisable to replace the rear wall with a suitable
bulletin board material into which thumb tacks can easily be
1. National Society of Teachers of Mathematics, "Equip-
ment of the Mathematics Classroom," Fifteenth Yearbook, The
Place of Mathematics in Secondary Education
, I9I4.O, p. 2^T~
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inserted or removed.
An easily accessible bookcase or bookshelf with
interesting books and magazines is an excellent addition to
any classroom. Such periodicals as Scientific American ,
Popular Science , The Mathematics Teacher , and School Science
and Mathematics will often contain materials which are help-
ful in motivating pupils of junior high school age. They also
bring mathematical atmosphere to the classroom.
Such other miscellaneous equipment as the follow-
ing is recommended:
1. A work table at least 6 feet wide and 8 feet long;
other smaller collapsible drawing tables, or pieces
of Bristol board (hard cardboard with smooth finish).
2« Ample storage space for keeping work done by diff-
erent classes.
3. Either a cross section blackboard graph chart or one
section of blackboard divided into squares.
[{.. Wall space for posters, or pictures of general mathe-
matical interest: Tree of Knowledge '9 famous mathe-
maticians, sun dials, ancient clocks, surveying
instruments, Pythagorean Theorem, buildings, bridges,
plane and solid figures, blueprints, and scale draw-
ings.
5. Such equipment as rulers, compasses, protractors,
slide rule, scissors, white and colored chalk, abacus,
T-square, wooden triangles, yard stick, meter stick,
blackboard compass, blackboard protractor, panta-
graph, white and manila drawing paper, colored con-
struction paper, graph paper (several different size
units), tracing materials, and a 50-foot steel tape.
6. Models of plane and solid figures, including the five
regular polyhedrons (prism, pyramid, cylinder, cone,
and sphere). Many of the models may be made by the
pupils themselves.
7* A projecting lantern and screen.
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8. A show case to display pupils 1 models. Models ought
to include a cylinder and cone of the same base and
height 'and a prism and pyramid of the same base and
height,
9* Stereoscope and views that have a direct bearing on
mathematics.
10. A teacher f s file to contain teaching aids, instruc-
tional and test materials, and bibliographies.
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